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This research effort used the benchmarking process and

a case study methodology to determine what the Air Force can

learn from commercial air cargo carriers. A literature

search showed that the U.S. air cargo industry leaders are

United Parcel Service, Federal Express, Emery Air Freight,

Airborne Freight, DHL Airways, and Burlington Air Express.

In addition, the 436th Aerial Port Squadron at Dover AFB,

Delaware was chosen as the Air Force representative in the

benchmarking study.

Observations of air cargo operations and interviews

with operational managers or applicable experts familiar

with air cargo operations were conducted at each carrier's

hub and at Dover AFB. Observations identified that the Air

Force can learn from the commercial air cargo carriers in

four areas: cargo handling equipment, intransit visibility,

operations interface, and safety. Observations and

responses to interviews revealed disparities between the

mission of the Air Force and the goals of the industry

leaders. Therefore, a majority of the industry leaders'

practices during surge periods cannot effectively be applied

to the Air Force.
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BENCHMARKING PRACTICES OF AIR CARGO CARRIERS:

A CASE STUDY APPROACH

Z. Intr2dUction

Background

Changes in the past four years have turned our national

focus from one of a global threat and a containment strategy

to one of regional challenges and a new Regional Defense

Strategy (19:1). However, the end of the Cold War and the

break up of the Soviet Union have not eliminated the need

for trained and ready Armed Forces. In fact, our Armed

Forces have been busier than ever in this rapidly changing

world (71:v).

... American troops have been committed in over two
dozen crises, ranging from armed conflict in Panama and
the Persian Gulf to peacekeeping and humanitarian
assistance missions in several parts of the world, and
to disaster relief operations at home and abroad.
(19:v)

Because of the ongoing defense needs and the change in

national defense strategy, the Department of Defense is

undergoing many changes.

The change from a global to a regional strategy,

compounded by smaller budgets for Defense, has led to a

reduced number of forces and an increased reliance on

strategic mobility. Troop drawdowns and base closures are

already a reality. General Colin L. Powell, Chairman of the



Joint Chiefs of Staff, has proposed a "Base Force" below

which the Armed Forces cannot go.

This Base Force must be prepared to meet demands
throughout a spectrum of environments from peace
through the occurrence of multiple regional crises.
(72:17)

An important part of the Base Force is the ability to

reconstitute forces such as reserve units and to call on the

industrial base.

Similar to the Base Force is an idea dubbed "Option C".

Option C is actually one option listed in, "An Approach to

Sizing American Conventional Forces For the Post-Soviet

Era," a white paper written by Les Aspin and released in

February 1992 while he was serving as Chairman of the House

Armed Services Committee (48:42). Option C assumes a

strategy that could respond to a major regional conflict

such as Operation DESERT STORM, another Operation DESERT

STORM equivalent's worth of strike air power for a second

contingency such as Korea, and an extra aircraft carrier and

enough forces to respond to a small regional conflict the

size of Operation JUST CAUSE in Panama (48:44).

While Aspin's Option C calls for a military force

considerably smaller than Powell's "Base Force", both are

consistent with a multi-region defense strategy with smaller

numbers of forces. "Our new regional focus, combined with

major reductions in overseas troop levels, puts enormous

emphasis on strategic mobility" (71:vii).
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A major part of strategic mobility is military airlift.

The closure of Air Force bases means there are fewer aerial

ports of embarkation (APOEs). Of course, these base

closures were made as a result of our new regional strategy

and as a way to be more efficient in peacetime. In fact,

General Powell notes that

Many steps have been taken--some with little public
notice--to respond to the rapidly changing world and to
improve both effectiveness and efficiency. (71:vi)

To continue our peacetime and wartime efficiency and

effectiveness in a changing world of smaller budgets and

fewer troops, it is important to find ways to continually

improve. Continuous improvement efforts may come from

internal sources, such as the Air Force learning from the

Army, or from external sources. Since strategic airlift is

critical during a contingency, we may be able to improve our

handling of airlift cargo by studying what commercial air

cargo companies do during their peak workloads (e.g.

Christmas).

General Issue

During Operation DESERT SHIELD/STORM, it became evident

that the amount of cargo airlifted exceeded the Air Force's

capability to move the cargo to support the war effort.

Today, though we are operating in a peacetime environment,

the news headlines feature reports on humanitarian cargo

airlifted to the former Yugoslavia and Somalia, emphasizing

the importance of airlifting cargo in a peacetime
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environment. In today's Air Force, small budgets,

reductions in personnel, and the quest for efficiency have

fostered an attitude of having to "do more with less." An

improvement in air cargo handling operations would help to

move cargo by air more efficiently and effectively.

This thesis focuses on how the Air Force can be more

efficient in its cargo handling operations by identifying

and Benchmarking the air cargo industry's best practices.

Benchmarking is the continuous process of measuring
products, services, and practices against the toughest
competitors or those companies recognized as industry
leaders. (14:10)

Why benchmark?

The essence of continuous improvement is constantly
searching for ways to better your products,
services, and processes. What better way for companies
to improve than by sharing improvement information?
(42:20)

Specific Problem

The purpose of this study is to identify ways the Air

Force can improve its ability to balance the efficiency and

effectiveness of air cargo operations during peacetime and

wartime. This is accomplished by employing a case study

methodology to benchmark the best practices of U.S. air

cargo industry leaders during surges in workload to

determine if these practices can be applied to the Air

Force's air cargo operations during contingencies and

exercises. Surge planning and cargo handling operations are

the main focus.
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Research Question

What can the Air Force learn from air cargo industry

leaders to improve the peacetime and wartime efficiency and

effectiveness of moving cargo through air freight terminals?

Investigativo Questions

This research uses the benchmarking process to answer

these investigative questions:

1. Who are the U.S. air cargo industry leaders?

2. Can the air cargo industry leaders be categorized

by the type of cargo handled?

3. What can the Air Force learn from observing day-to-

day operations of air cargo industry leaders?

4. What are the differences between how the Air Force

and air cargo industry leaders plan for surge

periods of increased workload (e.g., contingencies,

Christmas)?

5. What are the differences between how the Air Force

and air cargo industry leaders' cargo handling

equipment and personnel requirements change to

accommodate increased workloads?

6. What are the differences between how the Air Force

and air cargo industry leaders measure the

effectiveness of their air cargo handling

operations?

5



Scope/Limitations of the Research

This research assumes there is a difference between how

the Air Force and air cargo industry leaders plan and

operate during surges in workload. Only air cargo carriers,

not airlines that move both passengers and freight, are

examined. Also, this study does not cover unit deployments

nor the movement of hazardous cargo.

Only the cargo handling process within the terminal is

studied. This research does not include the movement of

cargo before its arrival at the air terminal or after it

leaves the air cargo terminal.

There is not one air cargo carrier that is definitively

identified as an industry leader; therefore, benchmarking

from the one best is not possible. However, the techniques

of the benchmarking process, to include gap analysis, are

used in this research.

A case study approach is part of the research

methodology; however, complete, in-depth case studies are

not accomplished due to the number of companies studied.

Only specific areas of each company are analyzed instead of

the total company analyses typically used in case studies.

Definitions of Terms

The following definitions are used throughout this thesis:

Benchmarking, as used in this thesis, is defined as a

process that measures and compares the Air Force's air

cargo operations'against top performers within the

6



civilian air cargo industry and then searches for

industry best practices that lead to superior

performance.

A continaencv Dlan is "a plan for major contingencies

which can reasonably be anticipated in the principal

geographic subareas of the command" (24:86).

E•f fectmeans "producing a decided, decisive, or

desired effect; producing or capable of producing a

result" (89:359).

Efic gmeans "effective operation as measured by a

comparison of production with cost (as in energy, time,

and money)" (89:359).

An exercise is "a military maneuver or simulated

wartime operation involving planning, preparation, and

execution. It is carried out for the purpose of

training and evaluation. It may be a combined, joint,

or single service exercise, depending on participating

organizations" (24:137).

A ggM, as used in this thesis, is defined as

"differences in practices, especially when external

operations are better" (14:122).

Intransit visibility, as used in this thesis, is

defined as the ability to continuously track the

whereabouts of any cargo in a carrier's (or the Air

Force's) possession.

Mobility is "a quality or capability of military forces

which permits them to move from place to place while

7



retaining the ability to fulfill their primary mission"

(24:238).

Organizational Culture is "the pervasive system of

values, beliefs, and norms that exist in any

organization" (38:744).

Regional Hubs are airports that serve as the focal

points for the origin and termination of long-distance

flights in a particular area of the country. Flights

from outlying areas are fed into the regional hub

airports for connecting flights to the carrier's hub

(22:516).

Surg@ means "to rise suddenly to an excessive or

abnormal value" (89:1164). In the context of this

thesis, a surge means an increase in workload beyond

what is normally experienced on a daily basis.

Significance of Research

Any air cargo industry practices that surface in this

research effort have the potential to be applied to the Air

Force. Observations of the day-to-day operations of the air

cargo industry, al-a" with industry practices in surge

planning and/or cargo handling during periods of increased

workload, may provide an avenue to improve the Air Force's

efficiency and effectiveness of air cargo operations during

peacetime and wartime.

8
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This chapter provides an overview of proposed research

into how the Air Force can improve its efficiency and

effectiveness in air cargo operations by using benchmarking

as a tool in a case study approach. To set the foundation

for the remainder of the thesis, Chapter II presents a

review of recent literature on benchmarking concepts and

their varied applications in business and the Air Force. A

brief history of the air cargo industry is given along with

an examination of statistics that rank the air cargo

carriers. Surge planning in the Air Force is also examined.

Chapter III covers the case study methodology used in

observing and interviewing industry leaders and Air Force

air cargo specialists. Chapter IV presents the findings and

analysis of the investigative questions, the observations,

and the interviews. Chapter V provides limitations of the

study, conclusions, and recommendations.
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IIo Literature Review

Overview

To determine how the Air Force can improve its movement

of cargo on military aircraft by benchmarking the industry's

best practices, a thorough review of current literature was

conducted. This literature review defines benchmarking and

the benchmarking process, provides a history of the air

cargo industry, gives rankings of the air cargo carriers,

and describes surge planning in the Air Force.

De•2mwxking

In today's competitive, global economy many business

organizations are striving to be the best in their

industries. The process known-as "benchmarking" is growing

in popularity as a method of improving many aspects of an

organization.

Webster's dictionary defines benchmark as "a point of

reference from which measurements may be made; something

that serves as a standard by which others may be measured"

(89:102). The term benchmarking has its origin in the land

surveying practice of comparing elevations (86:8). As

applied in today's business world,

Benchmarking is the formal process of measuring and
comparing a company's operations, products, and
services against those of top performers both within
and outside that company's primary industry. (3:52)

10



Benchmarking has significant applications to the Air Force

because it builds upon the idea that cross-industry

comparisons are successful even if there are no similarities

between two industries (18:93).

This section discusses the origin and process of

benchmarking as it is used today. Also, a comparison of

different types of benchmarking and some drawbacks of using

benchmarking are discussed. The section titled "Why

Benchmark?" examines the benefits associated with a

benchmarking process. Finally, applications of benchmarking

in the Air Force are discussed.

Origin of Benchmarking. The benchmarking process

applied in modern businesses originated in 1979 as a result

of Xerox Corporation's struggle to compete against low-

priced Japanese copiers (14:6; 86:8). The most documented

and perhaps most successful benchmarking project was Xerox's

study of the L.L. Bean Company. Xerox saw a need to improve

its logistics and distribution systems, and L.L. Bean was

seen as the industry leader in warehousing and distribution.

In the early 1980s Xerox benchmarked L.L. Bean's

distribution system. This helped Xerox's own distribution

system for its copiers and allowed Xerox to be competitive

in the copier market.

Since its first benchmarking experience, Xerox has

continually improved its benchmarking process.

"Benchmarking has evolved into a mentality that stretches

across the whole company rather than being just a formal

11



procedure that takes place in only a few areas" (3:55). To

be successful at benchmarking, only certain aspects of an

industry leader need to be benchmarked. (Xerox used only

L.L. Bean's distribution system in their benchmarking

project). Of course, Xerox is not the only corporation that

benchmarks.

In fact, in a survey Distribution recently conducted
among Fortune 1000 companies, 65 percent of the
respondents said their firms used benchmarking as a
management tool. (36:31)

Since so many companies use benchmarking as a method of

improving themselves, an understanding of the benchmarking

process is necessary.

Benacbmking Process. Most companies have adopted

benchmarking programs that are derived from Xerox's original

benchmarking process developed by Robert Camp. His process

has five phases. The process starts with a planning phase

and proceeds through analysis, integration, action, and

maturity (14:16).

The objectives of the planning phase are to determine

what is to be benchmarked, to whom or what it will be

compared, and how the data will be collected. After

determining what, how, and who to benchmark, analysis and

data gathering must be accomplished. During the analysis

phase, a comparison of the company's internal practices and

the benchmarking partner's practices help determine the

current performance gap.
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There are three types of performance gaps: positive,

negative, and operations at parity. "What is desired in the

gap's analysis is an objective assessment of their magnitude

as well as an explanation of why the gap exists" (14:122).

A positive gap exists when internal practices are superior.

In this thesis, a positive gap means that the Air Force's

practices are best. A negative gap exists when external

practices are superior. This means that one of the air

cargo industry leaders' practices are best. Operations at

parity mean that there are no significant differences. In

this thesis, parity exists if both the Air Force and

industry leaders have similar operations performed with

similar outcomes. After the type of gap is identified,

future performance levels are projected.

In tho integration phase of the process, .the results of

the planning and analysis phases are communicated to

everyone in the organization, and functional goals are

established. This is done to obtain support and commitment

from all levels in the organization.

Benchmarking findings and goals are then converted to

action plans. Then, these plans are implemented and their

progress monitored. When the best industry practices are

incorporated into all business practices, maturity will be

reached (14:16-19).

General Electric, IBM, Alcoa, and Motorola all use

similar processes in their benchmarking programs (7; 8; 26;

13



33; 36). An article by David Altany summarizes the

benchmarking process quite well. He states:

The process itself is so straightforward and simple.
A senior manager typically will start by deciding what
part of the company to benchmark. The manager then
instructs specialists in that area to determine what
company is the very best at that function and to start
collecting data to exchange with that company. After
analyzing the data, a strategic plan is developed to
incorporate the most effective approaches used by the
benchmarked company. (3:53)

After understanding the process, it is important to note

that the process can be applied to different types of

benchmarking.

Types of Bonchmarking. The current literature focuses

on six types of benchmarking. These are strategic,

operational, internal, generic, competitive, and functional.

These are categorized into two groups: broad and specific,

as shown in Table 1.

TABLE 1: TYPES OF BENCMLRKING

Broad
- Strategic
- Operational

,specific
-internal

- Generic
- Competitive
- Functional

- Working-task
-IFunction-wide

-,Kanageqmnt-process
- Total-operation

Broad. D.R. Hull, manager in charge of

benchmarking for AT&T, divides benchmarking into strategic

14



and operational benchmarking, with strategic being the most

important to him. Hull says:

Benchmarking, especially at the strategic level, must
be highly structured, with both parties knowing well in
advance what the questions and objectives are. Then,
companies can find the answers to these questions by
asking their counterparts at leading edge companies why
they succeeded. (36:32)

While strategic benchmarking deals with long term

goals, operational benchmarking deals with the near term.

Examples of operational level benchmarking are warehousing,

inventory control, and customer service. These operational

levels use specific types of benchmarking.

Specific. Perhaps the simplest type of benchmarking

takes place in large multi-division organizations that have

similar functions at different locations. This "internal"

benchmarking is often the first type of benchmarking tried

by an organization (14:61-62; 42:22).

Generic benchmarking holds the potential of revealing

the best of the best practices. This type of benchmarking

is simply the benchmarking of a process or a function,

regardless of dissimilarities of industries (14:65).

Competitive benchmarking is used to compare two

companies in the same industry.

While obtaining information may be difficult, it should
still be pursued because the other parties also are
interested in understanding best practices that make
their operations successful or could further improve
them. (14:63)

Camp asserts,

It is not necessary to concentrate solely on direct
product competitors. There is great potential for

15



identifying functional competitors or industry leader
firms to benchmark even if in dissimilar industries.
(14:63)

This "functional" benchmarking is the type used most often.

AT&T's Hull divides functional benchmarking into four

levels (36:34). Working-task is the lowest level and covers

single activities. The next level is function-wide, and it

looks at all tasks within a specific function. The third

level is management-process benchmarking which looks at

broad issues such as quality, employee motivation, and

reward systems. The highest level is total-operation

benchmarking which covers the entire operation.

Both the broad and specific groups of benchmarking are

used by many companies striving for improvement. Although

it appears that benchmarking is a process that is good for

any organization, there are drawbacks associated with

benchmarking.

Drawbacks. The benchmarking process itself has two

drawbacks associated with it. The first problem encountered

in many benchmarking studies is getting the best companies

to exchange information (3:56). The other drawback is

benchmarking's lack of predictive power. "At its worst,

benchmarking is only a snapshot; at its best, it can provide

clues to next-generation know-how" (33:72).

There are other drawbacks to benchmarking, but these

drawbacks are not with the process itself but are caused by

organizations trying to jump into benchmarking too quickly.

Xerox's Robert Camp says the biggest failure he sees in
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benchmarking is the lack of preparation and understanding of

an organization's own processes before visiting another

organization (36:36). Another barrier is instilling a

culture change, but this can be overcome with education and

training and by reinforcing the fact that new practices were

successful at other companies (7z64).

While there are drawbacks associated with the

benchmarking process, the drawbacks caused by the

organizations can be overcome. Thir makes the drawbacks

seem minimal when compared to all of the benefits of

benchmarking. The next section will give some reasons why

companies use benchmarking as their tool for improvement.

Why Benchmark?

The essence of continuous improvement is constantly
searching for ways to better your products, services,
and processes. What better way for companies to
improve than by sharing improvement information?
(42:20)

Current literature provides many lists of benchmarking's

benefits.

Jerry Balm, senior quality consultant with IBM

Rochester sees two reasons why any organization that is

trying to improve itself should benchmark:

One is to help set goals toward becoming best at what
you do, at all things that you do. Without
benchmarking you don't know what that is. Secondly,
you augment the good ideas that normally roll in from
your own employees, with some creative and innovative
ideas from other world-class companies, to get the
best-of-the-best efficient and effective ways to make
yourself best as well. (42:20-21)
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Some of the benefits identified by Xerox include the

following:

o Benchmarking ensures that best practices will be
identified and improvement targets set.

o Benchmarking helps overcome disbelief about
practices and convinces companies they can improve
on them.

o Benchmarking counters reluctance to try something
different.

o Benchmarking helps identify new technologies that may
be used in other industries.

o Benchmarking helps redirect companies from those
having only an internal focus to ones that look
outward toward the market place. (85:23)

Camp believes the basic benefits are derived from

meeting customer requirements, becoming competitive,

measuring true productivity, establishing goals, and

ensuring the best industry practices are included in work

processes (14:28). Customer requirements, becoming

competitive, and measuring productivity are important

aspects of benchmarking. Camp states:

Understanding the work process outputs and benchmarking
them against the best in the industry reveals true
customer requirements. The best practices would not
exist if they were not preferred by consumers.
Benchmarking seeks to satisfy customer requirements in
order to remain competitive. (14:31)

Becoming and remaining competitive can be achieved by

benchmarking.

The constant external focus and testing of ideas,
methods, practices, and their incorporation in plans
and programs for their delivery is the single approach
for ensuring long-term competitiveness. (14:33)
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The benchmarking process challenges the current way of doing

business by bringing in these new ideas and practices from

outside the organization.

Camp proposes that if everyone is involved in the

benchmarking process, true productivity will be the result

because everyone will have an appreciation of what the

organization does well and an understanding of how other

organizations do some things better (14:32). The teamwork

concept helps the organization to become and remain

competitive by concentrating on improving productivity.

Applications of Benchuarking in the Air Force. With

improvement in mind,. benchmarking is applicable to the Air

Force. Like a profit-oriented business, the Air Force is

faced with several challenges to improve its operation. The

current recession within the United States, along with the

tremendous budget deficit, has led to reductions in military

funding and increased emphasis on improving the economy.

The Air Force has implemented Total Quality Management in an

effort to improve its overall processes for doing business.

As the Air Force draws down to become 30 percent smaller,

there is no choice but to work smarter and become more

efficient since the global requirements have not changed

(6:32).

In 1990, the Quality Council of the Headquarters Air

Force Logistics Command (AFLC)--now part of the Air Force

Materiel Command (AFMC)--published a benchmarking pamphlet

(1:1). Almost identical to the Xerox model of benchmarking
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(15:71), this pamphlet describes the need to continually

improve processes within AFLC.

The Air Force currently uses techniques which could be

classified as a type of benchmarking. Inspector

General (IG) reports, cross-tell reports, and lessons

learned are all a way of sharing good (best) practices among

various Air Force bases.

Almost any nonprofit organization can establish

benchmarks to improve upon current practices--including the

Air Force. Inherent in the benchmarking definition is the

need to find the best industry practices wherever they exist

an:d incorporate these ideas where practical. Granted,

measuring performance is more difficult for organizations

with intangible objectives (43:19); however, quantifying the

price of air defense is not the intent of benchmarking.

Benchmarking has significant applications to the Air Force

because it builds upon the idea that cross-industry

comparisons are successful even if there are no similarities

between two industries (18:93).

Benchmarking Sumary. The fierce competition in

today's business environment makes it necessary for

organizations to continually strive for improvement.

Benchmarking is a new process that measures and compares a

company's operations, products, and services against top

performers both within and outside that company's primary

industry (3:52). The main objective of benchmarking is to
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continually improve a company by taking the best practices

of other companies and applying them to its operation.

Benchmarking ranges from the very broad, strategic or

operational types, to the more specific types, and there are

benefits and drawbacks associated with all types. However,

the benefits clearly outweigh the drawbacks, which is why

the majority of large corporations use benchmarking as a

management tool for improvement.

Air Cargo Industry

Since the first step of the benchmarking p mess is

deciding whom to benchmark from (benchmark partners), an

examination of the air cargo industry is necessary before

determining the industry's leaders. Some information about

the air cargo industry follows.

The deregulation of the airlines in 1977 was the

turning point for the air cargo industry. Deregulation led

to increased competition throughout the industry by allowing

free entry and exit into the market. The strongest growth

in the air cargo industry took place in the 1980s with the

creation of integrated or express carriers. Express

carriers own both aircraft and equipment, and they emerged

to move high-valu- low-weight packages overnight (21:37).

In the early 1980s Federal Express began to emerge as a

pioneer in the industry using its hub and spoke system.

Its trucks would pick up the parcel or document at the
shipper's office, transport it to the airport, and
place it on a Federal aircraft. Airplanes from all
over the country then flew to a hub in Memphis. There
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shipments were off-loaded, sorted onto giant conveyor
belts, and then placed back on the aircraft going to
the final destination. At the destination city, a
Federal van would deliver the package to the consignee,
meeting its promise to the shipper to do the job
'positively, absolutely' overnight. (21:38)

Although the hub system seems likely to remain the
basic key to air express operations, growth has
necessitated some variations, primarily in the form of
regional hubs. (82:A41)

The 1980. also saw an increase in competitive pricing.

United Parcel Service, the largest carrier of packages in

the United States by surface and air, expanded its second-

day air and entered the next-day delivery market. This

caused price competitions, mergers, and even some

withdrawals from the industry. This intense competition is

still prevalent today, and it shows the impact of

competitive forces on the air cargo industry's markets.

Competitive Forces. Michael Porter explains that

intense competition in an industry is rooted in its economic

structure and goes beyond the behavior of current

competitors. He says that the state of competition in an

industry depends on five competitive forces: potential

entrants (threat of new entrants), buyers (bargaining power

of buyers), substitutes (threat of substitute products or

services), suppliers (bargaining power of suppliers), and

industry competitors (rivalry among existing firms)

(70:3-4).

The first competitive force, threat of new entrants,

was very strong in the 1980s when the air cargo industry

began to take shape. Now, over 20 U.S. companies compete in
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the air cargo industry (88:645). Because of economies of

scale, capital requirements, and switching costs, the threat

of more new entrants is not very likely. Economies of scale

make it very difficult for a new company to compete with the

established companies that have widespread market share and

fleets of aircraft and equipment. The capital requirements

to start an air cargo carrier business are extremely

restrictive for new companies. The cost or rental fees for

aircraft, warehouses, conveyors, equipment, and facilities

is extremely high. If a new entrant emerged into the air

cargo carrier industry, it would have to either meet an

underdeveloped market niche or "steal" customers from

another carrier. The cost for a shipper of cargo to switch

to another company is often prohibitive because of time

spent training employees on new systems.

Related to the problem of new entrants, is the

bargaining power of buyers already in the market. Buyers

can influence prices and demand higher quality, thus forcing

more competition between carriers. Buyers, especially major

corporations, are an extremely powerful force in the air

cargo industry.

The threat of substitution is also very powerful in

this industry. Some customers see overnight or express

service as an integral part of the air cargo industry and

often the only distinguishing feature in the market is

price. For these customers, switching costs are not a

factor. Therefore, since this industry can be highly
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substitutable, price and performance are often stressed to

customers in the market.

Another competitive force in this industry is the

bargaining power of suppliers. The threat of raising prices

or reducing quality of purchased goods and services can be a

powerful force to air cargo carriers. Agein, if suppliers

exert this type of influence and negatively affect the

carrier, the customer can easily substitute another carrier.

Finally, the most competitive force faced by the air

cargo industry is the rivalry among existing carriers. This

industry is extremely competitive and many of the carriers

compete head-to-head for major corporate contracts. Also,

most of the carriers are mutually dependent--a competitive

move by one is often countered by others. While this

industry is very competitive, some of the carriers

concentrate on specializing on certain markets while others

offer specialized services to help differentiate their

services. Concentration on niches and specialized services

are taken into account when choosing the leaders of this

industry.

Industry Sumary. This brief synopsis of the air cargo

industry gives background information that is necessary for

properly choosing which carriers are the best in this

industry. The next section gives some industry statistics

that are used to determine the industry's leaders.
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Industry Leaders

The rankings found in the literature on air cargo

carriers were based on sales and number of employees--not

rankings of best to worse. The only air cargo carrier

acknowledged as being superior in current literature was

Federal Express as the 1990 winner of the Malcolm Baldridge

Award for Quality in a service company (13:24). Since

service is not the primary focus of this study, this award

was not considered as a ranking of Federal Express as the

industry leader. Therefore, the rankings found in the

literature search are used in this thesis.

The literature ranked the U.S. air cargo carriers by

sales and number of employees. Three separate rankings were

found and all are included below. Table 2 contains Dun's

Business Rankings, Table 3 shows the rankings from Ward's

Business Directory, and Table 4 shows rankings found in the

Million Dollar Directory - America's Leading Public and

Private Companies - Series 1992. All information in the

tables are extracted for ease of comparison and all rankings

are from 1992. Only the top five companies from each

ranking are included.
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TABL 2: DUNS'8 BUS INESS RANKINGS OF AIR CARGO
CARRIERS FOR 1992

flAnked by Isles Ranke, bY l'-M r WOf BM12vee

I.. uinited Parcel Service 1. United Parcel service
a. Fedexal axpress 2. Federal Express
3. Smy Air Freight 3.* Airborne Frei ht,
4. -Aizborne Freight 4. ryAir Fr. ght
5 !Ntwungton Air Expresf 5. O DL Airways

(27a811-812, 1063-1064, 1441)

TABLE 3: WARD'S BUSIZNSS DIRZCTORY RANKINGS
OF AIR CARGO CARRIERS FOR 1992

Ranked -by SBales Ranked bir Number of zmanloraes

*1'. united:: Farce). service 1. united Parcel service
2. Pederal p Expess 2. Federal Express
3 * DAL, Airways 3. OW., Airways
4. zaery Air 4. zwery Air
S4, ALIrborne Freight 5.* Airborne Freight

(88s637, 6345)

TA•L• 4: MILLION DOLLAR DIRECTORY'S RANKINGS
OF AIR CARGO CARRIERS FOR 1992

Ranked by S• ales . . Ranked by Number of inm.lovee

.1. united Parcel Service 1. United Parcel, Service
2. P ederLa) Express 2. Federal axpress
3. Emery- Ai r- Freight 3. Zmry Air Freight
4. Airborne E•Wress 4. Airborne Express
S. brlingtow Air Ep.ress S OH.L Airways

(55s84, 632, 1367, 1488, 5177)
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Surge Planning

Comercial air cargo carrier surge planning was not

found by a review of current literature. However, since an

organization must know itself before undergoing

benchmarking, a review of Air Force airlift surge planning

is necessary. Surge planning by the air cargo carriers is

necessary for comparison during benchmarking, and this is

investigated by interviewing carrier representatives.

Since the national security strategy has changed to

focus on regional threats, contingency planning requires

planning for uncertainty. "Our ability to predict political

alignments and military capabilities weakens as we look

farther into the future" t19:5). The Air Force still has a

global requirement, but General Colin L. Powell, Chairman of

the Joint Chiefs of Staff, describes the regional focus as

follows:

We will also retain the potential to defeat a global
threat, should one emerge. However, our plans and
resources are primarily focused on deterring and
fighting regional rather than global wars. (72:11)

Based on the new regional defense strategy, contingency

plans for each region or theater of the world are written

based on known and foreseen threats. Two major areas of the

new strategy, crisis response and reconstitution, have

strong ties to the Air Force's airlift capability.

Regional contingencies are varied, yet U.S. forces need

to respond rapidly. Air Force airlift assets are used to

move cargo and troops to the area of crisis. When Air Force
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units are deployed, personnel surge to work in mobility work

centers and deploy all necessary personnel, equipment, and

aircraft. To accomplish this the Air Force uses a

regulation, APR 28-4, USAF Mobility Planning, to provide

deployment guidance, and each Air Force base has their own

unique plan based on their mobilization requirements. For

small deployments, only organic (Air Force) airlift assets

are used.

When units of other services deploy, both those service

members and Air Force airlift personnel work together to

move troops and cargo. This is conducted under the guidance

of AFR 76-6, Movement of Units in Air Force Aircraft.

Again, if the deployment is small, only Air Force airlift

assets are used.

For larger, or on-going deployments, the Air Force may

not have enough assets readily available. When this happens

reconstitution takes place.

Our reconstitution strategy seeks to provide sufficient
capability to create additional new forces and
capabilities to deter and defend our interests as
necessary, drawing on 'regeneration' assets (cadre-type
units and stored equipment), industrial/technology base
assets, and manpower assets. (19:17)

The most common way to "reconstitute" is to use Air Force

Reserve and/or Air National Guard personnel, equipment, and

aircraft. If more personnel are needed, retired military

personnel or new recruits are available. If more equipment,

such as forklifts, is needed, then the commercial industrial

base is called upon. If more aircraft are needed, then the
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Civil Reserve Air Fleet (CRAF) is used to supplement Air

Force lift capability by using many different types of

aircraft. For the long-range international segment of CRAF,

DC-B, B-747, DC-10, L-1011, A310, and B707 aircraft are used

(41:31).

The CRAP was developed in 1951 so that civilian air

carriers could assist in national defense at three levels of

need. Stage I activates approximately ten percent of the

fleet, Stage II includes about 36 percent of the fleet, and

Stage III is a recall of all aircraft in CRAF. Stage I and

II aircraft have 24 hours to respond to a call-up request,

and Stage III aircraft have 48 hours (41:30-31). The CRAF

was first activated in the Persian Gulf War and was very

successful in supplementing the Air Force's passenger and

cargo airlift capability.

The ability to surge to meet a contingency or wartime

requirement is a key component of our armed forces. With

the move to a regional focus on defense strategy, fewer

troops, and reduced defense budgets, the need to surge

quickly and effectively is evident.

SUaMary

Benchmarking is a process that measures and compares

a company's operations, products, and services against top

performers within and outside that company's primary

industry (3:52). The main objective of benchmarking is to
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continually improve a company by taking the best practices

of other companies and applying them to its operation.

To begin the benchmarking process, a brief history of

the air cargo industry is given followed by rankings of

carriers in the industry. This helps determine the industry

leaders that are used as benchmarking partners.

Finally, the importance of surge planning in the U.S.

armed forces is examined and is crucial to quick and

effective responses during a contingency or war. A

literature search does not reveal how surge planning is

accomplished by commercial air cargo carriers; thus, this is

investigated through interviews with air cargo carrier

representatives.

Conclusion

This review of current literature explains benchmarking

and the benchmarking process. A brief synopsis of the

history and leaders of the air cargo industry is given, and

Air Force planning for contingencies is reviewed. The

remainder of the study continues the benchmarking process by

using a case study methodology that focuses on the industry

leaders to determine which practices are applicable to the

Air Force.
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III. Methodology

Overview

This chapter describes, in three sections, the

methodology used to benchmark the best practices of air

cargo industry leaders. This chapter is divided into three

parts. The first section describes the research design and

validity and reliability when using qualitative research.

The second section presents the data collection techniques

used in the research design to include purposeful sampling

to select the air cargo carriers, an investigative study

used to focus the research effort, a pilot study, a pretest

of interview questions, observations, and personal

interviews. Finally, this chapter describes how the

findings from the data collection plan are analyzed to

determine what the Air Force can learn from air cargo

industry leaders.

Research Design

Benchmarking has traditionally been used to search for

one organization that is the best at one practice in its

industry. For the purpose of this study, benchmarking is

used in conjunction with a case study approach to examine

several leaders in the diverse air cargo industry and

identify their best practices to the Air Force.

Emory defines research design as a "plan and structure

of investigation so conceived as to obtain answers to
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research questions" (30:138). The case study is one of

numerous well-tested designs and techniques used to help

guide inquiry and study a phenomenon systematically. The

case study research design involves organizing the data by

specific cases to permit in-depth study of these cases

(69:303). Case studies can involve either single or

multiple cases with numerous levels of analysis--they offer

insights that can be construed as tentative hypotheses to

help structure further research (28:534). The purpose of

case study analysis is to gather comprehensive, systematic,

and in-depth information about each case of interest. Since

benchmarking, as described in the literature review in

Chapter II, is the search for industry's best practices, the

case study research design is well-suited to provide an in-

depth study to help identify the best practices used by air

cargo industry leaders.

Validity and Reliability. Case studies and qualitative

research have often been criticized as lacking validity,

reliability, and being "scientifically worthless" because

they fail to meet minimal design requirements for comparison

(30:143; 69:19). However, well-defined case studies often

challenge theory and provide a source of new hypotheses

(30:143).

Patton offers that the long-standing debate concerning

the purpose of qualitative methods and how qualitative

approaches fit into the larger purposes of social science

depends on one's perspective of truth (69:268-269).
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... scientific information varies with regard to
its degree of approximation to some postulated
absolute truth. In general, though, the true
value of our information is best measured by
criteria of usefulness--in predicting and
explaining our experience in the natural world.
Criteria of usefulness are derivable both from
theoretical domains of science and from people's
practical experience and problems. (69:272)

To ensure validity and reliability in case study

research, various procedures are offered. These include

"triangulation", or using multiple sources of data and

multiple methods of investigation to confirm emerging

findings, and performing "cross-case analysis" that searches

for generalized categories and patterns between cases

(69:331). This research effort uses these measures to

reduce bias and ensure validity and reliability in the case

study analysis.

Data Collection

Purposeful Sampling--Selection of Air Cargo Carriers.

Patton suggests using purposeful sampling when one wants to

learn and understand something about certain select cases.

He further states that decision makers and evaluators can

determine what cases they can learn the most from, and those

are the cases that are selected for study (69:101).

This research effort uses purposeful sampling to select air

cargo carriers for the case study analysis. The

researchers selected air cargo carriers based upon sales,

the only rankings found in the literature (Chapter II).

Although benchmarking requires using the best industry
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practices, no such ranking exists in the literature. In

addition, information obtained from Headquarters Air

Mobility Co muand (HQ AMC) provided the basis for selection

of the Air Force aerial port squadron. One Air Force aerial

port squadron was chosen for study based upon maximum

tonnage moved in 1992 (a specific categorization used by HQ

ARC--not a ranking). The number of carriers selected was

kept delibera sly small to allow the survey to focus on

depth of information versus breadth--qualitative versus

quantitative analysis.

Qualitative researchers usually work with smaller
samples of people in fewer global settings than do
survey researchers. Collecting data is a labor-
intensive operation, traditionally lasting for
months... (69:15)

Following a selection of air cargo carriers, the researchers

conducted an investigative study to narrow the focus of the

research.

Investigative Study. Yin suggests that "the

investigator must learn to integrate real-world events with

the needs of the data collection plan" (92:67). In an

effort to narrow the focus of the study, integrate real-

world Air Force issues, and solicit advice from Air Force

policy managers, the researchers selected HQ AMC at

Scott AFB, Illinois to conduct an investigative study.

A non-scheduled-structured personal interview was

conducted with mid-level policy managers from HQ AMC. This

interview was a structured encounter between the

interviewers and respondents where major aspects of the
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study were explained and respondents were given considerable

liberty in expressing their definition of a situation that

was presented to them (37:225). This interview was

exploratory in nature with the goal of obtaining information

to integrate real-world Air Force issues in the data

collection plan and to obtain a consensus of what Air Force

transportation policy managers consider to be the best

practices in the air cargo industry. Questions asked during

this study are listed in Appendix A. The researchers used

the information obtained from the investigative study to

prepare for the pilot study.

Pilot Study. Yin proposes conducting a pilot case

study to prepare for data collection (92:74). A pilot case

study serves to provide greater familiarity with the

research topic, to refine data collection procedures for

case study research, and to develop questions.

Accessibility and geographical convenience are recommended

criteria for selection of a pilot case study. Therefore,

these criteria were used in accomplishing the pilot study

for this research.

The researchers selected Airborne Express (the airline

section of Airborne Freight) in Wilmington, Ohio as the

pilot case organization. A site visit and an unstructured

personal interview were conducted with the hub manager at

Airborne Express. The unstructured interview and site visit

were primarily exploratory with the intent to determine what

the air cargo carriers perceive to be the best practices in
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their industry. Questions asked during this study are

listed in Appendix B. The researchers used information from

both the investigative study and the pilot study to narrow

the focus of the research and to develop the questions used

in the interview process.

Pretest of Interview Questions. After the pilot study

and the development of the interview questions, a pretest of

the interview questions is recommended by Yin as a formal

"dress rehearsal" (92:74). Pretesting is used to detect

weaknesses in survey instruments and relies on colleagues,

respondent surrogates, or actual respondents for the purpose

of evaluating and refining a measuring instrument (30:377).

The purpose of the pretest is to ensure validity and

reliability of the interview questions and guard against

interview bias. The pretest also helps prepare the

researchers for the subsequent interviews and allows for

constructive feedback.

Keeping conditions and times close to actual study

conditions, pretests of the interview questions were

conducted with ten professional transportation officers who

were students at the Air Force Institute of Technology

(AFIT). Based on inputs from the pretest respondents, minor

changes were made to improve and clarify the wording of

several questions subsequently used in the interview

process.

Following the pretest and finalization of the interview

questions, the researchers contacted personnel at the air
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cargo carriers and the Air Force aerial port squadron by

telephone to arrange for site visits and interviews. The

researchers also requested informational literature from the

commercial air cargo carriers to further prepare for the

site visits.

Observation. Observational data permit the evaluator

to understand a program to an extent not entirely possible

using only the insights of others obtained through

interviews (69:30). The value of observational data in

research is that decision makers and information users can

come to understand program activities through detailed

descriptive information (69:124). Observational data must

have depth and detail and are valuable tools to supplement

the interviewing process (30:400).

Patton notes that direct, personal contact with and

observations of a program have several advantages for

evaluators: 1) the evaluators are better able to understand

the context within which the program operates; 2) the

evaluators can directly experience the program as a

phenomenon unto itself and make the most of an inductive,

discovery-oriented approach; 3) the evaluators have the

opportunity to see things that may routinely escape

conscious awareness among participants; 4) the evaluators

can learn about things program participants may be unwilling

to talk about in an interview; 5) by making their own

perceptions part of the data available, evaluators are able

to present a more comprehensive view of the case being
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studied; and 6) with direct contact, the observers take in

information and form impressions that go beyond what can be

fully recorded in even the most detailed field notes

(69:123-126).

Through site visits, the researchers observed non-

behavioral, physical processes at each air cargo industry

leader's hub and at one Air Force aerial port squadron.

Observation is necessary to supplement the interview process

and determine if any practices used by air cargo industry

leaders are applicable to Air Force cargo operations. In

general, the researchers observed the movement of cargo in

all stages of cargo handling (i.e. receipt, consolidation,

mission planning, loading). When possible, the researchers

observed cargo operations during peak operating hours and

completed the observations prior to the interview process

for a better understanding of local hub operations. These

observations were used to answer the third investigative

question ("What can the Air Force learn from observing day-

to-day operations of air cargo industry leaders?").

Interview Process. Following each observational tour

of an air cargo carrier and the Air Force aerial port

operation, schedule-structured personal interviews were

conducted with operational managers or applicable experts

familiar with the organization's air cargo operations. This

type of interview used an open-ended format in which the

questions, their wording, and their sequence were fixed and

identical for every respondent (37:224). The interview
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questions were written out in advance exactly the way they

were asked during the interview. The schedule-structured

and open-ended format of interviewing is used when it is

important to minimize variation in the questions posed to

interviewees (80:A-24). This reduces the possibility of

bias that comes from having different interviews for

different people (69:198). Notes and tape recordings were

made in all cases, with the understanding that the

discussions were strictly non-attributable (80:A-24).

Responses requiring further clarification were followed up

by telephone.

The researchers used the remaining investigative

questions in Chapter I to formulate specific interview

questions. The investigative questions, followed by the

applicable interview question or approach used to answer the

investigative question, are listed below. Appendix C

contains a list of all interview questions.

1. Who are the U.S. air cargo industry leaders?

This investigative question is answered in Chapter IV

by comparing sales and number of employees of all U.S.

air cargo companies from Chapter II.

2. Can the air cargo industry leaders be categorized

by the type of cargo handled?

Interview question one. What type of cargo do you

specialize in handling and what other types of cargo do

you handle?
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3. What can the Air Force learn from observing day-to-

day operations of air cargo industry leaders?

This investigative question is answered by observing

the air cargo handling operations (through site visits)

at one Air Force aerial port squadron and each air

cargo carrier identified by investigative question one.

4. What are the differences between how the Air Force

and air cargo industry leaders plan for surge periods of

increased workload (i.e., contingencies, Christmas)?

Interview question two. Do you have written procedures

in place for surge periods? If so, are these company-

wide (Air Force wide), regional, or local? (A surge is

to rise suddenly to an excessive or abnormal value).

Interview question three. How often are your surge

plans updated and do you ever test your plans? (A test

is a critical examination, observation, or evaluation).

5. What are the differences between how the Air Force

and air cargo industry leaders' cargo handling equipment and

personnel requirements change to accommodate increased

workloads?

Interview question four. What effects do surges have

on your cargo handling equipment?

Interview question five. If extra equipment is needed,

do you obtain it through in-house resources or by

contract? Do you go through company-wide (Air Force

wide), regional, or local channels?
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Interview question six. During surge periods, how do

your personnel levels change?

Interview question seven. Do you go through company-

wide (Air Force wide), regional, or local channels to

get additional personnel? Are they hired as part-time

or full-time?

Interview question eight. How do you train these

additional employees and is there a learning curve

associated with this training?

6. What are the differences between how the Air Force

and air cargo industry leaders measure the effectiveness of

their air cargo handling operations?

Interview question nine. How do you measure the

effectiveness of your day-to-day (peacetime) cargo

handling operations?

Interview question ten. How do you measure the

effectiveness of your cargo handling operations during

surges (contingencies/war)?

Findings and Analysis

Analysis of qualitative data is often described as a

difficult task. Guba suggests that no infallible procedure

exists for converting field notes and observations about

issues into systematic categories (69:313). Uncovering

patterns, themes, and categories is a creative process that

requires the researchers to make carefully considered

judgements about what is really significant in the data.
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This research effort analyzes data collected from three

sources: the literature review (Chapter II), observations

recorded by the researchers during site visits, and answers

given by respondents to questions asked in the interview

process.

Gap analysis is used in the benchmarking effort to

determine what type of performance gap or difference exists

between the Air Force and air cargo industry leaders. To

answer the investigative questions, the data collected from

the literature review, observations, and interviews are

analyzed by looking for common themes or patterns. Where

possible, the data collected from the case study respondents

in the interview process are matched against the literature

review and observations in an effort to help answer the

investigative questions.

Descriptive observations during the site visits to each

company, along with para-phrased answers given by

respondents during the interviews, are recorded by the

researchers and presented in the Appendices D through J.

The researchers analyze the data and provide summarizations

of the analyses using cross-classification tables presented

in Chapter IV.

Su~sry

The methodology described in this chapter uses a

qualitative case study research design that includes

purposeful sampling, a pilot study, observations, and
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personal interviews to benchmark the best practices of air

cargo industry leaders. The chapter describes the

methodology used by the researchers to help answer the

investigative questions from Chapter I. The next chapter of

this thesis presents the findings and analysis of the

literature review, observations, and interviews.
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IV. Findings and Analysis

Overview

This chapter presents the findings and analysis of the

research study. Findings of the literature review,

observations, and interviews are analyzed by examining each

investigative queition. The appendices, which give detailed

descriptions of the researchers' observations and para-

phrased answers to interviews with each air cargo carrier

and the aerial port, are summarized in Table 5.

TABLE 5: OBSERVATION AND INTERVIEW APPENDICES

annnObseraton Interview
.(Page) (Page)

UPS D 7C 82
Fe~x, 3 93 101
Mary '108 116
Airborne G 123 129
DH. 136 142
Burlington , 149 155
DOver ,- J 161 172

These findings are summarized in cross-classification tables

that aid in the analysis. Triangulation, or multiple data

sources, used to analyze findings, and cross-case analysis,

which identifies generalized categories and patterns, are

used to ensure reliability and validity in the analysis of

the data collected (69:331). Finally, gap analysis is used

to assess what differences exist between industry leaders
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r
and the Air Force with respect to specific investigative

questions.

Investigative Question One

SWho are the U.S. air cargo industry leaders?

The literature review listed several rankings of air

cargo carriers. There is not one air cargo carrier that can

be identified as the industry leader. Therefore, since the

same six companies are in all the rankings of the air cargo

carriers, all six will be uaed as the leaders of the air

cargo industry for this benchmarking study. The companies

chosen as industry leaders are shown in Table 6.

TABLE 6: INDUSTRY LEADERS

United Parcel Service
Federal Express
Emery Air Freight
Airborne Freight
DHL Airways
Burlington Air Express

By choosing six companies as benchmarking partners, a

cross-section of the industry is studied. These six

companies represent those who specialize in small packages

and express delivery, those who deliver large freight, and

those who deliver a variety of freight and provide a variety

of services. United Parcel Service (UPS) and Federal

Express are consistently the top two leaders ranked by sales
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and number of employees in the literature. However, since

UPS moves a majority of its cargo by surface, the sales

figures included in the rankings are misleading. If the

airlift portion of UPS's business is considered by itself,

it would probably rank behind Federal Express. The other

companies used as benchmarks are not only mentioned in the

literature with UPS and Federal Express but are all in close

proximity to Wright-Patterson AFB and are easily accessible

partners to analyze.

Since six of over 20 carriers were chosen as industry

leaders, this gives a large sample size which will increase

reliability. This large sample will also give a variety of

companies' best practices from which to study.

Overview of Industry Leaders. United Parcel Service is

a private company that moves almost any size of packages

both domestically and internationally. A majority of UPS'

business is providing surface transportation services.

However, the airlift portion of the business is quite large

and makes UPS the second largest carrier of packages by air.

Standiford Field in Louisville, Kentucky serves as UPS' hub

for its airlift operations.

Federal Express is a public company that specializes in

the express (overnight) delivery of packages. While Federal

Express will deliver packages of almost any size, the

majority of its business is small packages weighing less

than 70 pounds. Like UPS, Federal Express moves cargo both
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within the U.S. and internationally. The Memphis, Tennessee

airport is the hub for Federal Express' operations.

Emery Air Freight is a public company that moves any

type of cargo, but its specialty is in cargo weighing over

ten pounds. Emery also has both domestic and international

operations, and its hub is located at the Dayton

International Airport in Ohio.

Airborne Freight is a public company that specializes

in moving small packages by express service. Airborne flies

its own aircraft domestically and uses contracted airlift to

move cargo internationally, where Airborne employees receive

the cargo for onward movement. Airborne Freight owns its

own airport, Airborne Air Park, in Wilmington, Ohio which

serves as the hub for its operations.

DHL Airways is a private company and the largest

international overnight package shipper (12:73; 54:32). DHL

moves almost any type of cargo in the U.S. but is more

competitive in the international market. Its hub is at the

Greater Cincinnati-Northern Kentucky airport.

Burlington Air Express is a public company that

specializes in moving heavy freight weighing over 70 pounds

but also moves small packages. Like the other carriers,

Burlington is active in both the domestic and international

markets. Its hub is at the Toledo, Ohio airport.

The above information about these industry leaders was

summarized from numerous articles on the air cargo industry
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and from the carriers themselves. Several things that the

industry leaders have in common are that they all specialize

in meeting a certain market niche and all are active both

domestically and internationally.

Federal Express and Airborne Freight concentrate on

express delivery of small packages, while Emery Freight and

Burlington Air Express both concentrate on the movement of

heavy freight. UPS and DHL, the two private companies,

concentrate on delivering almost any type of cargo anywhere

in the world.

Air Force ir TermLnals. To determine which Air Force

air terminal is used to compare with the benchmark partners,

a comparison is made of cargo handled by five major aerial

ports in the U.S. from information obtained from Air

Mobility Command. (Air Mobility Command does not rank its

aerial ports by any type of measurement). After analyzing

tonnage of originating, terminating, and intransit cargo

handled, the following ranking of aerial ports (by tonnage

handled) was compiled by the researchers:

1. Dover AFB, Delaware

2. Travis AFB, California

3. Charleston AFB, South Carolina

4. McGuire AFB, New Jersey

5. McChord AFB, Washington

Since Dover APB handles the most cargo, it was chosen as the

air terminal used in the benchmark study.
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Investigative Question Two

can the air cargo industry leaders be categorized by the type of
cargo handled?

Information from the literature review and the first

interview question ("What type of cargo do you specialize in

handling and what other types of cargo do you handle?*), is

summarized in Table 7. More detailed information can be

found in the applicable appendices.

The air cargo industry leaders can be categorized by

the type of cargo handled. United Parcel Service, Federal

Express, Airborne Freight, and DHL Airways specialize in

moving small (express) packages. Emery Air Freight and

Burlington Air Express specialize in moving large (heavy

weight) cargo.

Investigative Question Three

Swhat can the Air Force learn from observing day-to-day operations

of air cargo industry leaders-

The findings for this investigative question are based

upon observations by the researchers. After observing all

air cargo industry leaders and Dover AFB, nine categories of

observations were noted. The nine categories are: setting,

cargo handling equipment, aircraft, small package sort,

large cargo handling, employees, intransit visibility,

operations interface, and safety. Full details on each of

the nine areas observed are in the applicable appendices.
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To narrow, the nine categories of observations into a

form to answer this investigative question, only specific

categories of observations which are deemed significant by

the researchers are shown in Table 8. This reduces the

number of categories to four--cargo handling equipment,

intransit visibility, operations interface, and safety.

Blank cells in the table do not imply that a company does

not have that particular capability; instead, the

researchers determined that the company's capabilities in

these areas could not be used by the Air Force.

Table 8 is read by selecting an observation category,

then reading across to the industry leader's entry for that

category. For example, UPS is identified in the cargo

handling equipment category for its see-through and

collapsible containers and its pallet dollies. Federal

Express is identified in the intransit visibility category

for its bar code scanners and its future technology. Emery

Air Freight is identified in the operations interface

category for its operations-coordination tower. Burlington

Air Express is identified in the safety category for its

recycled air, required lifting belts, and calisthenics

before work begins.

Investigative Question Four

What are the differences between how the Air Force and air cargo
industry leaders plan for surge periods of increased workloads?
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The findings for this investigative question are based

upon interview questions two and three ("Do you have written

procedures in place for surge periods? If so, are these

company-wide [Air Force wide], regional, or local?" and "How

often are your surge plans updated and do you ever test your

plans?w) and the researchers' experience. However, the

majority of the findings for this investigative question are

based upon the interviews conducted with operational

managers or applicable experts familiar with the

organization's air cargo operations. Detailed para-phrased

responses to the interview questions are written in the

appendices.

A summarization of the findings are listed in Table 9.

Blank areas in the table indicate that this aspect of surge

planning was not mentioned in the interview. An example of

a comparison of differences in how UPS and Dover APB/Air

Force plan for surge periods follows. The form of surge

plans for UPS are written, while Dover APB/Air Force has

some written plans for surge. The type of plans used by UPS

are "peak plans" which are prepared 12 months prior to the

anticipated surge with the operational portion of the peak

plans written in August for the December/Christmas surge

period. In contrast, the 436th APS at Dover APB has written

agreements with local reserve units for reserve augmentation

and, based upon the researcher's experience but not

mentioned in the Dover AFB interview, the Air Force also has
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base mobility plans that outline mobilization procedures of

operations during contingencies/war. UPS' peak plans are

updated incrementally every month, week, and day as the

December peak period approaches. Plans used by the Air

Force are updated annually. Finally, UPS' peak plans are

teated two weeks prior to the peak period by increasing the

manpower (and equipment, if necessary) within the sort

facility to the level anticipated in the peak plan. The

aerial port at Dover AFB has real-world events, such as

Operation DESERT SHIELD/STORM and Operation PROVIDE COMFORT,

that continually test surge plans.

A gap analysis of differences between the Air Force and

air cargo industry leaders resulted in so many differences

in the methods of planning for surge periods that a

determination of & best practice cannot be made. Neither

positive, negative, nor parity gaps exist. A major factor

in these differences is the mission of the Air Force to move

cargo during peak periods is not easily predicted. In some

cases, the commercial air cargo carriers have peak periods

that are anticipated for several months (i.e. Christmas).

Investigative Question Five

What are the differences between how the Air Force and air cargo
industry leaders, cargo handling equipment and personnel
requirements change to accoumodate increased workloads?

The findings for this investigative question are based

upon the researchers' experience and responses to interview
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questions four, five, six, seven, and eight as listed in

Appendix C. The results of the experiences and interviews

are suummarized in two tables, one for cargo handling

equipment and one for personnel. Applicable appendices have

more detailed information.

Table 10 shows the differences between industry

leaders' and the Air Force's methods of obtaining additional

cargo handling equipment. The method termed "in-house"

refers to the ability to use company resources from either

another area at the main hub or from a regional hub. "In-

house" in the Air Force means to obtain equipment from

another organization on the Air Force base or from another

Air Force base.

As Table 10 shows, there are very few differences in

the way the industry leaders and the Air Force obtain extra

equipment. Therefore, parity exists--there are no

significant differences.

As evident in Table 11, there are differences among the

industry leaders in how their personnel requirements change

to accommodate increased workloads. Because the industry

leaders differ in their methods, it is difficult to compare

their personnel practices with the Air Force.

For example, overtime is handled at DHL Airways by

giving additional hours to currently employed part-time

workers, while Dover AFB/Air Force gives additional hours to

currently employed military personnel who are already

working full-time. Also, the military personnel are given
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fewer days off to accommodate the overtime required.

Burlington Air Express has in-house resources already on the

payroll. These scheduled casual and contingent employees

are used to supplement their current part-time employees.

Dover AFB/Air Force also use in-house resources such as

personnel from outside of the aerial port or augmentees from

other Air Force bases. Temporary hires are used by Emery as

an additional part-time worker pool, while Dover AFB/Air

Force hires civilian employees for short-term surges.

Finally, the Air Force has other resources, namely Air Force

Reserves, Air National Guard, and U.S. Army augmentees. The

industry leaders do not have anything comparable to this.

The major difference found between the industry leaders

and the Air Force was the use of part-time versus full-time

employees. This difference is because of the differing

missions/goals of these organizations. The industry leaders

work on fixed, time-sensitive schedules, and the Air Force

has constantly changing schedules due to worldwide

situations. Therefore, because the missions are different,

the scheduling of personnel is different. There is such a

great difference between the industry leaders and the Air

Force that neither one nor the other is best. Neither

positive, negative, nor parity gaps exist.

Investigative Question Six

What are the differences between how the Air Force and air cargo
industry leaders measure the effectiveness of their air cargo
handling operations?
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Findings for this investigative question are based upon

the researchers' observations and answers to the ninth and

tenth interview questions ("How do you measure the

effectiveness of your day-to-day (peacetime] cargo handling

operations?" and "Bow do you measure the effectiveness of

your cargo handling operations during surges

[contingencies/war]?"). Findings are summarized in Table 12

and more detailed information is found in the applicable

appendices.

The measures included in Table 12 were determined by

the researchers after all interviews were completed. These

measures are used as a way to simplify findings and to group

similar measures. Any noo in the table means the measure was

not mentioned in the interview nor observed by the

researchers. It does not mean the industry leaders or the

Air Force do not use these measures of effectiveness.

An example of a comparison between industry leaders and

the Dover AFB's measures of effectiveness of air cargo

handling operations follows. Federal Express uses on-time

departures while Dover AFB does not. DHL uses on-time

arrivals while Dover AFB does not. Time standards for

certain tasks are used both by Emery Air Freight and

Dover AFB. Burlington Air Express uses pieces per manhour

as one measure while Dover AFB does not. Sort completion

time is used by Federal Express while Dover AFB has no

similar operation. Airborne Freight uses a service level

while Dover AFB does not. Finally, on-time pickups and
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deliveries are used by UPS, but Dover AFB has no similar

function.

As evident by this example, there are many differences

between how the Air Force and air cargo industry leaders

measure the effectiveness of their air cargo handling

operations. Again, the differing missions/goals of the

various organizations make different measures a necessity.

Because the measures are so different, finding a best

practice is not possible. Neither positive, negative, nor

parity gaps exist.

Sumary

The findings of the research study are presented and

analyzed through an examination of each investigative

question. It is important to note that detailed

descriptions of observations and interviews are provided in

the appendices, while summarization of these findings are

depicted using cross-classification tables presented

throughout this chapter. Table 13 summarizes all the

findings.

Based upon the literature and information from Air

Mobility Command, six air cargo carriers and one Air Force

aerial port are identified as benchmark cases. United

Parcel Service, Federal Express, Emery Air Freight, Airborne

Freight, DHL Airways, and Burlington Air Express are

selected as the six air cargo industry leaders, while the
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436th Aerial Port Squadron at Dover AFB, Delaware is chosen

as the Air Force aerial port in this research study.

Following the selection of the air cargo industry

leaders and an Air Force aerial port, the literature review

and responses from interviews allowed categorization of the

air cargo industry leaders by the type of cargo handled.

UPS, Federal Express, Airborne Freight, and DHL Airways

specialize in handling small (express) packages. Emery Air

Freight and Burlington Air Express specialize in moving

large (heavy weight) cargo.

Analysis of the observations conducted by the

researchers revealed that it is possible for the Air Force

to learn from the air cargo industry leaders' day-to-day

operations. Four categories of observation (cargo handling

equipment, intransit visibility, operations interface, and

safety) are selected and identified as areas of interest to

the Air Force. Observations in these four areas at each

commercial air cargo carrier revealed specific examples from

which the Air Force can learn.

Analysis of responses to interviews conducted with the

air cargo industry leaders and Dover AFB reveals differences

between how the Air Force and air cargo industry leaders

plan for surges. These differences are so great that

selection of a best practice is not possible. Neither a

positive, negative, nor parity gap exists.

Interview questions and the researchers' experience

were used to analyze differences between the Air Force and
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industry leaders' cargo handling equipment and personnel

requirements during surge periods. This analysis resulted

in a parity gap with respect to changes in cargo handling

equipment. Although there are slight differences in how air

cargo handling equipment changes to accommodate increased

workloads, the outcome or result for supporting the

co mercial air cargo operations during a surge period is

similar to that of the Air Force. In contrast, there are

vast differences in how the air cargo industry leaders and

the Air Force respond to changes in personnel requirements.

Therefore, selection of a single best practice for acquiring

personnel during surge periods is not possible.

An analysis of interviews and researchers' experience

depicts several differences between how the Air Force and

air cargo industry leaders measure effectiveness of air

cargo handling operations. However, due to the vastly

different missions/goals, selection of a best practice in

measuring effectiveness is not possible. Again, neither the

industry leaders nor the Air Force have the best

measurements; each measure the effectiveness of their air

cargo handling operations based upon the type of

mission/goal of the organization.

The findings and analysis of this research study aid in

answering the investigative questions. The next chapter

provides conclusions of this study and recommends further

studies and research.
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Y. Conclusions and Recomsendations

Overview

A case study approach was used to benchmark practices

of air cargo carriers. Limitations of this study,

conclusions, recoemendations for implementation, and

recom=endations for future research are included in this

chapter.

LTiItations

Due to the "ground-breaking" character of this study,

limitations in the observations and interviews, along with

various time constraints, emerged. First, the researchers'

observations of the air cargo carriers and the aerial port

were of a general, all-encompassing nature. After all

observations were made, the researchers categorized

observations into nine general areas. Summaries of

observations using the nine general areas are included in

Appendices D through J. Since the actual observations were

conducted prior to identifying the nine categories, some

areas may have been given more attention than others.

A second limitation became evident when analyzing the

responses to the interview questions. The researchers

interviewed only one person (or very few people) at each

company and the aerial port. Depending on their position

within the organization, some of the interviewees had

different operational experience levels than others.
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Responses were generally made based upon the interviewee's

experience in the air cargo industry, and may not reflect

every asbect of the organization's practices or views. In

addition, many of the respondents had different

interpretations of a surge period. Although a definition

was provided upon request, the responses to the interview

questions revealed that a surge by one respondent implied a

unique period of time (i.e. Christmas), whereas other

interview respondents based their responses on daily/nightly

fluctuations in workloads.

Finally, time was a limitation in the observations,

interviews, and the entire research effort. It was not

possible to obtain feedback from the air cargo carriers and

the aerial port concerning the observations and para-phrased

responses to the interviews. In addition, there was not

enough time available to conduct an in-depth study typically

required in case studies.

Conclusions

The research question for this study is "What can the

Air Force learn from air cargo industry leaders to improve

the peacetime and wartime efficiency and effectiveness of

moving cargo through air freight terminals?". By

implementing a case study methodology in this research

effort, this study shows that the Air Force can learn from

observing the air cargo carriers. Cargo handling equipment,
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intransit visibility, operations interface, and safety are

four areas from which the Air Force can learn.

This research reveals that air cargo industry leaders

are just beginning to move large (heavy) freight. Based

upon observations and the researcher's knowledge of Air

Force air cargo operations, it is evident that the Air

Force's ability to handle large cargo is superior to that of

the commercial air cargo carriers.

In addition, requirements for intransit visibility of

cargo moved by the commercial air cargo carriers was

different than the Air Force. The capability of the Air

Force to track cargo throughout the airlift system is not

much different from the air cargo carriers. However, much

of the cargo moved by the commercial carriers is delivered

within one or two days; hence, the demand to continually

trace the cargo over a long period of time is limited. The

Air Force, on the other hand, may have cargo awaiting

airlift for several days or weeks depending on mission

requirements. Thus, the demands by customers to continually

identify the whereabouts of their cargo differs between the

commercial air cargo carriers and the Air Force.

Finally, most of the interview questions focused on

surge planning and operations. However, the mission of the

Air Force and the goals of the air cargo industry leaders

are so different that industry leader practices in these

areas cannot effectively be applied to the Air Force.
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Reocmadations

Based on the findings outlined in Chapter IV and the

appendices, several recommendations are posed by the

researchers. The recommendations are divided into two

categories. First, the researchers recommend specific items

for implementation in Air Force air cargo operations and,

second, several possibilities are recommended for future

research.

Recindationw for Implementation. Although the

Squadron Operations Officer at Dover's aerial port stated

that pallet dollies were not practical due to the amount of

manpower required, a thorough investigation and a long-term

test of a container and pallet dolly systems at one of the

strategic aerial ports is recommended. This test should be

a "stand alone" test and not in conjunction with using the

463L system of pallets, forklifts, and K-loaders. It is

suggested that the test first be used on commercial aircraft

with TA-40s; then, if successful, use on military aircraft

should be tested. Customized containers with proper

gravitational force restraint criteria for military aircraft

accomplishing wartime maneuvers should be developed for this

test. (Commercial containers should first be studied to

determine if they meet the restraint criteria and can be

integrated with the Air Force's 463L system). Also, see-

through containers, secure containers, and collapsible

containers should be developed and tested for use in the

Department of Defense. Although the collapsible container
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used by UPS is a good idea, the design of the container

would not suit the Air Force's mission requirements.

Next, the Air Force should continue to support

intransit visibility systems currently in use, such as the

Cargo Movement Operations System (CMOS) and the

development of Radio Frequency IDentification systems (RFID)

to track aircraft parts (76). Technological advances used

by cocmercial air cargo carriers and other industries should

be monitored. For example, Federal Express is continuously

developing new technology to improve intransit visibility of

cargo shipments. These developments include studying the

possibility of barcoding their containers or using radio

frequency tags and transmitters to monitor the cargo within

their freight facility.

Third, several safety practices are recommended for

implementation during all cargo handling operations.

Lifting belts (similar to weight-lifting belts) should be

worn by all personnel handling cargo. The researchers

recommend having a strip of reflective tape sewn on the

lifting belts, so the belts can serve two purposes--a back

support and a reflective belt for nighttime operations. Of

course, when outer-garments are worn (i.e. cold weather

gear), other reflective gear should be used.

Finally, similar to UPS' marked walkways for

pedestrians, the researchers recommend Air Force aerial

ports consider painting walkways to improve safety within

the work environment. These walkways can easily be painted
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onto the pavement in cargo handling areas and between work

areas or aerial port facilities.

Rec endations for Future Research. Several

opportunities exist to study other areas related to this

research effort. The researchers determined that observing

and studying other air cargo operations stimulates new ideas

which have the potential to improve various aspects of Air

Force operations. In this light, the following are four

areas recommended for future study:

1) Similar studies should be conducted on passenger

airlines that carry cargo. Since the Air Force moves

passengers (troops) on many of its airlift missions,

research in this area may reveal other methods to improve

the Air Force's air cargo operation. The demands and

limitations when moving passengers with cargo often pose

great challenges to the Air Force aerial ports.

2) An in-depth case study of one specific air cargo

carrier or passenger/cargo airline should be conducted.

Since time was a major limitation in studying the six air

cargo carriers, research on one company may allow more time

for a detailed study. In addition, future researchers

should choose specific areas of observation, e.g. cargo

handling equipment, operations interface, intransit

visibility, and safety.

3) The operations used by the United States Postal

Service are recommended for study. The researchers found

that some of the technology and practices used by the US
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Post Office were adopted by the commercial air cargo

carriers that were covered in this study.

4) The movement of hazardous cargo (to include

explosives) by co mmercial cargo carriers (air or surface

carriers) should be studied. Since Air Force aerial ports

and transportation squadrons move hazardous cargo on a daily

basis, research in this area would be extremely valuable.

sBUarY

This chapter provides conclusions and recommendations

of this research effort using a case study approach to

benchmark the air cargo industry leaders. The researchers

found that the Air Force handles large cargo more

effectively than commercial air cargo industry leaders;

however, the Air Force can learn from the commercial air

cargo carriers by observing their operations. Cargo

handling equipment, operations interface, intransit

visibility, and safety can be improved by adopting some of

the industry leaders' practices.
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AR~endi-AL•: Investigative Study Questions for the Air Force

These questions were asked of the air cargo managers at Air
Mobility Command, Scott AFB, Illinois in an investigative
study to narrow the focus of the research.

1. When planning for contingencies, does the Air Force use
standing rental agreements or Contingency Standing Route
Orders (CSROs) to increase vehicle and equipment capability?

- If so, are these handled at the Air Force, MAJCOM,
or wing level?

2. How do you measure our performance during contingencies?

3. Do any of the major (strategic) aerial ports have
automated cargo handling equipment such as automated storage
and retrieval systems or conveyors?

4. Have you ever heard of third party warehousing? Is
there any such operation in the Air Force?

5. Is there a current study to determine the feasibility of
using iontainers/conexes for the movement of general cargo
during peacetime or wartime?

6. Has the Air Force ever considered using Commercial Off-
the-Shelf (COTS) systems for tracking cargo?
7. If you could ask a civilian cargo company any question,
what would you ask? Who would you ask and why?

8. What is the status of the 60K loader?

9. Do the Airlift Clearance Authorities (ACAs) in the CONUS
work the same as the ACAs overseas?
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A&2nd : Pilot Study Questions for the
Air Car2o Industry

These questions were asked of the hub manager at Airborne
Express in Wilmington, Ohio in a pilot study to narrow the
focus of the study.

1. What is the organizational structure of Airborne
Express?

2. What kind of cargo handling equipment is used in your
hub operations?

3. What kind of cargo tracking system is used in your
nation-wide operations?

4. How many personnel work in your hub and what kinds of
shifts do they work?

5. How many aircraft per day are handled? How quickly is
an aircraft downloaded and uploaded?

6. Who are your major competitors?
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Appendix C: Interview Questions

These questions were asked of all cargo industry leader
operational managers and of the aerial port operations
officer at Dover AFB, Delaware.

1. What type of cargo do you specialize in handling and
what other types of cargo do you handle?

2. Do you have written procedures in place for surge
periods? If so, are these company-wide (Air Force wide),
regional, or local?

Clarifying definition: Surge is defined as "to rise
suddenly to an excessive or abnormal level".

3. How often are your surge plans updated and do you ever
test your plans?

Clarifying definition: Test is defined as "a critical
examination, observation, or evaluation".

4. What effects do surges have on your cargo handling
equipment?

5. If extra equipment is needed, do you obtain it through
in-house resources or by contract? Do you go through
company-wide (Air Force wide), regional, or local channels?

6. During surge periods, how do your personnel levels
change?

7. Do you go through company-wide (Air Force wide),
regional, or local channels to get additional personnel?
Are they hired as part-time or full-time?

8. How do you train these additional employees and is there
a learning curve associated with this training?

9. How do you measure the effectiveness of your day-to-day
(peacetime) cargo handling operations?

10. How do you measure the effectiveness of your cargo
handling operations during surges (contingencies/war)?
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Appendix D: United Parcel Service

Observation

setting

The Louisville, KY airport, Standiford Field, was the

setting of a June 1993 tour of United Parcel Service's (UPS)

daytime, second day air, hub operations. During the day,

between 20 and 25 aircraft transit the hub, while 65 to 70

aircraft arrive and depart the hub during nighttime

operations. The nighttime operations were not observed.

UPS has several buildings connected together to form

their package sorting facility. This facility was very

clean, but was not very well lit inside. A large aircraft

parking ramp surrounds the UPS complex at the airport. At

one edge of the parking ramp was a parking area for all

aircraft cargo handling equipment and other support

equipment.

The most unique part of UPS' operation, compared to the

other carriers observed, is that the hub relies heavily on

its trucking interface. UPS calls the large tractor-

trailers that interface at their hub their "feeders" because

these trucks "feed" the majority of the cargo into the air

system.

Cargo Handling Equipment

Small packages that arrive at the sort facility are fed

into the facility from either a feeder truck or from an
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incoming cargo container. The cargo containers are

fiberglass airline cargo containers that are contoured to

the shape of the aircraft. The containers have two doors on

one side that open outward and provide an area for

loading/unloading cargo that is about half as wide as the

container.

UPS is testing a new type of container that is made of

a clear, see-through material. These new containers are

shaped and function just like the old containers but allow

people to see if cargo space is available in a partially

loaded container without having to open the door.

UPS has a unique collapsible container that is used in

places that either cannot store containers or that have a

high theft rate for their containers. These containers are

made of corrugated cardboard covered with a plastic-type

coating. The shape of these containers is maintained with

small pieces of wood that support the sides and top of the

containers. UPS claims that one container can be used seven

to ten times before becoming unserviceable. Once this

container is not useable, it is recycled and materials are

used for a new container.

Dollies (or what the Air Force calls pallet dollies)

are used to move cargo containers from the sort facility to

the aircraft and vice versa. Tugs are used to transport the

dollies.

As mentioned earlier, the sort facility has conveyors

that move cargo through the sorting process. These
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conveyors moved very quickly. Cargo that was considered too

large for the sort facility never reached the conveyors;

instead, the large cargo was sent to a separate area known

as the air cargo area where it was palletized.

Forklifts were used in the air cargo area to move cargo

pallets. The pallets were aluminum airline pallets ("cookie

sheets") like those used by many of the other carriers. The

actions observed in this area are further explained in the

large cargo handling section of this observation.

Finally, K-loaders were used to load containers and

pallets onto the aircraft. Containers and pallets are

pushed from the dollies onto the K-loader which has

rollerized flooring. Then, two containers or pallets can be

raised to the main deck of the aircraft for loading.

Aircraft

All of UPS' aircraft are maintained by UPS employees,

with the majority of the maintenance being performed at

their main hub in Louisville. UPS has the following number

and type of aircraft:

52 727s
30 757s
49 DC-8s
11 747.

Suall Package Sort

Both feeder trucks and incoming containers arrive at

the sort facility and are unloaded by sort personnel and

placed onto the conveyor system. The cargo is first sorted
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by zip codes and states (which are memorized by the primary

sort personnel). Eventually, all cargo is sorted by a three

letter airport code, then loaded into outgoing cargo

containers. Cargo that is small enough to fit into a

container, but may damage the conveyor system, is sorted

manually and placed into an outbound container.

Large Cargo Handling

Cargo that weighs over 250 pounds is considered "air

cargo" and is not handled in the sort facility. The air

cargo building handles any size shipments; none of the cargo

is moved by contracted means.

Air cargo is placed on aircraft cargo pallets, then

covered with plastic and airline cargo nets which, in

comparison to nets used by the Air Force, are thin and rope-

like. After cargo is covered with the plastic and nets, the

pallet is picked up by forklift and placed on a dolly. No

dunnage was used under the pallets while they were being

built; the pallets were placed directly on the floor. A

worker was observed making many attempts to pick up a pallet

from the floor. Outside of the air cargo building, pallets

were stacked on top of each other, and the majority of

useable pallets visible were warped.

UPS has the capability of "marrying" pallets together

for extremely large loads. These coupled pallets were

transported to the aircraft with large dollies, similar to

the single-sized dolly.
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Employees

Like all of the air cargo carriers observed, UPS'

employees who sort and load/unload cargo are part-time

workers. Most of the workers observed were young adults,

both male and female.

Intransit Visibility

All of the packages sorted at the hub had, as a

minimum, one barcoded label. Many customers placed their

own barcoded labels on packages for their internal use.

While each label was visually inspected for the proper zip

code, state, and three letter airport code, scanning of the

barcodes was not observed at the Louisville hub.

Since UPS heavily advertises their Total Track system,

the observers asked how that service was given intransit

visibility. Apparently, if the Total Track service is

purchased by a customer, that cargo is scanned upon reaching

and leaving the sort facility.

Operations Interface

The load planners at UPS were not located near the area

where cargo containers or cargo pallets were filled with

cargo. Instead, after a container or pallet was weighed,

the weight and identification numbers were put into a

computer. Then, load planners would use that information to

create load plans for each aircraft. One load planner could

load plan several different aircraft on a given shift. The
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load planning personnel had radio contact with the load

teams who were actually loading the cargo.

UPS' Ramp Control Center (RCC) was used to coordinate

all functions of the hub operations. Representatives from

maintenance, refueling, and the cargo load teams were

present in the RCC. Video cameras were used for viewing all

of the aircraft parking ramps and monitoring operations.

All personnel within the RCC used radios to coordinate

functions for their particular area, and one manager was in

charge of the RCC and responsible for all decision making.

This function is similar to the consolidated command post

concept prevalent in the Air Force.

Safety

Clothing and protective gear are important part of

employee safety. Employees did not have a uniform or any

apparent dress code but were required to wear sturdy boots.

Leather cargo gloves were optional for everyone. No lifting

belts were observed on any employee. Hearing protection was

optional for workers inside of the sort buildings and was

mandatory for workers on the aircraft parking ramps. Since

nighttime operations were not observed, effectiveness of

outside lighting and reflective gear on employees was not

observed.

UPS had clearly marked pathways for walking, and all

vehicles were observed yielding to personnel on the
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pathways. Also, all vehicles observed driving through the

sort facility and on the ramp were operated safely.

Interview

Title of porson(s) interviewed: Hub Manager, Second Day Air

District Customer
Service, Area Manager

District Customer
Service, Air Cargo

Note: Three different people were present during this
interview. Each individual answered the questions from the
perspective of his/her area of responsibility. During the
interview, some of the answers given by the respondents
pertained to different questions; thus, the researchers
integrated all three of the interviewee's responses and
placed the response(s) with the appropriate question.

1. What type of cargo do you specialize in handling and

what other types of cargo do you handle?

UPS specializes in handling small packages.

However, all types of cargo, except dangerous

goods (i.e hazardous materials and explosives) and

automobiles (however, new automobiles are

allowed), are moved by UPS.

The Hub Manager of Second Day Air stated his

portion of UPS' operation specializes in small

packages that weigh less than 70 pounds. In

addition to small packages, UPS has an Air Cargo

Service section that handles cargo (large freight)

that may weigh between 70 and 8,000 pounds.

However, the weight limitations for large freight
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are based on the capability of aircraft used to

move the cargo.

Large freight includes food products,

pharmaceuticals, tires, new autos, etc. UPS uses

large freight as "space fillers" or to fill

positions on the aircraft on a space available

basis--the goal of Air Cargo Service is to fully

utilize each aircraft lane segment. The Air Cargo

Service section's customers are freight forwarders

who consolidate multiple shipments and use UPS to

move these shipments. The freight forwarders

sell the positions (in most cases, 8,000 pounds

are allowed for each aircraft position) to

corporate customers, or the general public, and

UPS will use its large aircraft to move the cargo.

The Air Cargo Service section has a computerized

system that is linked to over 80 gateways

(airports with UPS service) that can input

expected allocation for movements out of the

gateway. This information, which can be adjusted

daily, is used as a guideline to determine how

many positions are available to move large freight

from each gateway. Within the last few years, the

demand for moving large freight has increased and

UPS has taken advantage of this niche in the

market.
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2. Do you have written procedures in place for surge

periods? If so, are these company-wide, regional, or local?

Yes, UPS' written procedures for surge

periods are called "peak plans". UPS considers

December its peak period for the majority of its

cargo, with planning at the corporate level

beginning in January (12 months in advance).

However, Air Cargo Service (large freight)

experiences a different peak period during the

months of June through October. In addition to

the Christmas peak period, UPS also has other

surge periods such as Mother's Day and Easter.

The development of these peak plans is a continual

process that begins with a national plan that

filters down to each region and then each district

(local area). The plans are customized to fit the

purposes of each district and are written to

accommodate all conceivable contingencies or

problems.

Operational personnel begin their planning in

August. These operational plans are very detailed

and include forecasts for the number of people

required for the peak period and how much volume

UPS anticipates to handle during the surge. The

forecasts of personnel and volume are developed in

conjunction with personnel from Marketing and

Industrial Engineering with a goal to be within
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five percent of the actual number of people hired

and actual volume handled during the peak.

Several reviews of the operational portion of the

plans are accomplished with the district manager

and his superior attending the review meetings.

Over the past two months, UPS has experienced

some unanticipated surges. These unanticipated

surges were handled by lengthening the sort period

(the amount of time required to sort packages

within the hub) and hiring more people.

In addition to peak plans, UPS also has "cut

back plans" that plan for periods where there are

decreases in workload (the opposite of surges).

UPS attempts to accommodate these decreases in

workload without laying off any employees.

3. Now often are your surge plans updated and do you ever

test your plans?

Peak plans are incrementally updated every

month, week, and day as the December peak period

approaches. From August through October, the peak

plans are updated on a monthly basis. During

November, the plans are updated every week. Id

the month of December, the plans are updated every

day.

UPS will test the plan two weeks prior to the

scheduled peak period (December for small packages).

The workload estimated in the peak plan is tested by
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increasing the manpower (and equipment, if necessary)

within the sort facility to the level anticipated in

the peak plan. For example, the plans may call for a

specified number of pieces of cargo to be processed

through the sort. In order to test the capability of

the hub to process this specified amount of cargo, the

operational managers will increase the number of

employees within the hub facility to accomnodate the

increase in workload. The test helps to determine if

there are any "pinch points" or flow problems that need

to be worked out and if there are any additional

changes that need to be made before the actual surge

period.

Related to the operational test, adjustments

to plans are likely to occur. For example, an

account executive may have planned for a specific

increase in an account (corporate customer) and

this, in turn, necessitates an increase in the

number of employees required within the sort to

handle the additional workload. As the peak

period approaches, the account executive may have

a more accurate estimate on the actual customer

requirements. Thus, the plan is updated to

reflect this new estimate.
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4. What effects do surges have on your cargo handling
equipment?

If there is a "true" surge (versus a

temporary surge period that lasts for a few

weeks), there is an increase in the amount of

cargo handling equipment needed by UPS to handle

the added workload. A true surge implies that any

increase in equipment will be in made in

proportion to the increase in the workload. For

example, UPS experienced a surge period two months

ago and was uncertain whether or not the surge was

permanent or temporary. It was later established

that the added workload was a permanent increase

and more equipment was ordered, more people were

hired, and the hub facility was realigned.

5. If extra equipment is needed, do you obtain it through
in-house resources or by contract? Do you go through
company-wide, regional, or local channels?

UPS uses both in-house resources and

contracts to acquire additional equipment when

needed. The first choice is to acquire equipment

from in-house resources and then, if necessary,

contract out for additional requirements. For

example, UPS may look at other gateways (airports)

to determine if there is any equipment not being

used and move the equipment, if required.
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If additional requirements cannot be

satisfied using in-house resources, UPS will lease

equipment. For example, during surge periods

there are requirements for rollerized equipment,

and UPS will lease rollers for their flatbed

ground feeders (tractor trailers) if there are not

enough of these rollerized trailers available in-

house. In addition, UPS will lease aircraft, if

necessary.

Approval to lease additional equipment is

contingent upon the dollar amount of the contract

requirement. The higher the monetary value, the

higher the level of approval--specific dollar

amounts require either local, regional, or

corporate approval.' A proposal for additional

equipment may originate at the hub and a committee

evaluates the request to determine the best

alternative. A committee evaluates proposals at

each level of expenditure.

The Air Cargo Service section at Louisville

uses outside vendors for all of the ground

movement of cargo (i.e. large freight moved to the

hub facility). The ground feeders used to move

the large freight to the Air Cargo warehouse

facility are leased, and the contracts are

negotiated both locally and nation-wide. However,

UPS seldom has to lease additional equipment for
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Air Cargo Services. Since the Air Cargo Service

experiences a peak period from June through

October, extra equipment required within the Air

Cargo warehouse facility is often obtained from

the small package sort area (since their peak is

in December). This reduces the requirement to

lease equipment used within the Air Cargo Service

facility.

Some gateways used by UPS to move large

freight do not have their own equipment. For the

gateways that do not have equipment to handle air

cargo movements, UPS has contracts in-place to

lease equipment within the local area of the

gateway to move large freight during peak periods.

6. During surge periods, how do your personnel levels

change?

Personnel levels increase in proportion to

the workload levels. Basically, if the volume

increases by 20 percent, the manning required to

handle this workload increases 20 percent. In

addition, if the volume increases by 50 percent,

the manning increases by 50 percent.

UPS will "double-shift" employees to

accommodate increases in workload. For example,

during surge periods, employees from the day shift

sort may volunteer to work the night shift if

there is an anticipated increase in workload for
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the nighttime operation (this refers to part-time

employees who work in the sort facility and

normally work a four hour shift).

7. Do you go through company-wide, regional, or local
channels to got additional personnel? Are they hired as
part-tiý or full-time?

Additional personnel required to work during

any surge periods are hired through the Human

Resources Department at the local level. In

addition to personnel hired to work at the hub in

Louisville, each regional hub hires personnel from

their perspective local area (i.e. the hub in

California uses their Human Resources Department

to hire from within California).

Depending on the requirement, additional

personnel may be hired for management in full-time

or part-time positions. However, management

positions are first advertised internally within

UPS and, if the necessary expertise cannot be

found, personnel from outside of UPS are hired to

fill these management positions. Most additional

personnel hired to work within the sort operation

are hired as part-time workers.

8. Now do you train these additional employees and is there

a learning curve associated with this training?

UPS' training program is modified to

accommodate additional employees hired to work in
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the small package sort facility for the peak

period. Since these employees are hired for a

specific amount of time, they do not learn all

facets of the operations. Instead, they are

trained specifically for the job they will perform

during the peak period. UPS has training packets

for personnel hired during the peak period.

The Air Cargo Service section of UPS in

Louisville has not had to hire part-time employees

to cover any surges in their operation. Since the

peak period for Air Cargo is longer and covers a

different timeframe than the peak period for the

small package sort operation, many of the

employees from the small package sort will work in

Air Cargo during an increase in workload. In

addition to using employees from internal sources

to work large freight, the Air Cargo section will

use double shifts, if necessary, to handle any

requirements during a surge period. Normally,

personnel working in the Air Cargo warehouse

facility receive three weeks of training.

9. Row do you measure the effectiveness of your day-to-day

cargo handling operations?

UPS measures the effectiveness of the small

package sort in two primary areas, cost and

service. Cost measures are based upon the volume

of packages handled per hour (pieces/hour). All
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work is measured and there are planned times for

completion of the work. The goal is for the sort

to be within five percent of the predicted

performance level and cost. Service measures are

based on the amount of on-time deliveries, the

number of packages damaged, and other service

measures.

The personnel within Air Cargo Service

section (specifically for the personnel who make

reservations for large freight customers) measure

effectiveness in four areas: 1) service failure

frequency or the number of positions moved versus

what was booked for movement; 2) service level

percent effective (i.e. cost of phone calls of the

personnel working Air Cargo Service reservations);

3) cost in hours per position moved; and 4) On-

Job-Supervision (OJS) where workers are observed

and feedback is given.

10. How do you measure the effectiveness of your cargo

handling operations during surges?

The same day-to-day effectiveness measurements are

used during surge periods.
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hdix E: Federal Express

Observation

Setting

The Federal Express (FedEx) "superhub" at the Memphis

International Airport was the setting of a June 1993 tour of

Fed~x's nighttime hub operations. During a four hour window

every Monday through Friday in the month of June, an average

of 109 aircraft arrived and departed the superhub.

Several large interconnecting buildings with six input

areas form the sorting facility. The lighting inside of the

sorting facility was good, and the work areas were clean.

However, due to the amount of equipment and vehicles

constantly moving in- the facility, along with the summertime

heat, the work areas were very hot and congested. Narrow

driving lanes and very narrow walk paths were constantly in

use by tugs pulling pallet dollies and various other

vehicles and people.

The outside of the superhub was surrounded by a very

large aircraft parking ramp which was lit by very few lights

attached to buildings. The majority of the light shining on

the aircraft came from portable light carts. This left the

area between aircraft very dark.

The most unique features of the superhub are the "nose

docks" which are used to park and unload aircraft. Aircraft

park directly next to these docks, then the crew departs and
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the offloading and onloading of cargo begins. These docks

eliminate the need for specialized aircraft loading

equipment and they feed cargo directly into a sorting

facility. Although the nose docks allow for fast

onload/offload of cargo, there are only a few nose docks.

Also, the conveyor system within the attached sort facility

is not capable of handling large cargo.

Besides the amount of aircraft ramp space surrounding

the superhub, the amount of cargo handling equipment and

other vehicles was impressive. FedEx uses very large

parking lots to store the enormous amounts of equipment it

uses on a daily basis.

Cargo Handling Equipment

Like many of the other air cargo carriers, FedEx uses

tugs to pull dollies filled with cargo containers. Each

dolly can hold one cargo container or one cargo pallet.

Compared to the other carriers, FedEx has the largest

variety of cargo containers. They have many different size

containers to fit a wide variety of aircraft types, plus

they have containers that fit into the belly compartments of

many of their largest aircraft. Most of FedEx's containers

are made of a clear, see-through material so that partially

full containers are easily identified. FedEx still uses

some of the typical, white, fiberglass containers, but they

are transitioning to the all clear, see-through containers.
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FedEx also has a variety of doors on their containers.

The containers that are currently being purchased have a

"door" opening that is about half the width of the container

and opens outward like a double door. Other containers have

vinyl, tarp-like "door" openings through which cargo is

loaded and unloaded. These large openings allow any piece

of cargo that can physically fit into a container to be

placed inside of the container without wrestling it through

a small door opening.

For large cargo that cannot fit into a container, they

use aluminum, airline pallets. The large, or heavy weight,

cargo is placed onto the pallet and covered with a plastic

sheet. Then, commercial cargo nets made of a thin, rope-

like material are used to provide the same restraint that a

container would give to a similar load of cargo. Forklifts

are used to place these pallets onto dollies for transport

to aircraft just like the containers are transported.

To load containers or pallets onto the aircraft, FedEx

uses different size K-loaders depending on the type of

aircraft being loaded. Each loader has a rollerized

flooring on which containers or pallets can easily be pushed

from the dollies. Then, two containers or pallets can be

raised up simultaneously to the main deck of the aircraft

for loading.
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Aircraft

FedEx has a fleet of 455 aircraft, varying in size as

listed below. Maintenance for their fleet of aircraft is

accomplished in-house at the superhub.

8 MD-11s
8 B-747s
30 DC-10s
161 B-727s
216 Cessna 208s
32 Fokker F-27s

Small Package Sort

Like all other air cargo carriers, FedEx sorts its

small packages several times with the help of very fast

moving conveyor belts. As soon as a package is removed from

a container, its barcoded label is scanned. Then, if the

package is in a document (letter) package, it is sorted by

hand before going to the primary sort area of the facility.

In the primary sort area, documents are sorted by the region

of the country for which they are destined; then, the

documents move on conveyor belts to the secondary sort area.

Small boxes are primarily sorted by a regional code

that is manually keyed into a computer by a technician.

This code identifies the correct diverter to send the

package to the proper secondary belt. Then it passes

through two electric eyes (lasers) that measure its length

to trigger a diverter to push the package down the proper

slide to the secondary belt at the right time. From there,

the packages move on a conveyor belt to the secondary sort

area.
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In the secondary sort area, all documents and small

boxes are sorted by a three letter airport code. After this

sort, all packages move by conveyor to the container upload

area. In this area, all packages are manually checked by

city, state, and zip code, then the barcoded label is

scanned before placing the package into a container.

Any cargo that is too bulky for a person to maneuver,

or that has rough edges that can damage a conveyor belt, is

individually moved through the sort process. When this

cargo arrives at the container loading area, it is handled

the same way other cargo is handled.

During this observation, part of the sorting facility

was under modification for a semi-automated, primary sort

process for small boxes. Once on-line, this process will

use a computer to scan the package label instead of a

technician keying in the regional code. This new process

should save a lot of time and use fewer people.

Large Cargo Handling

Cargo that weighs over 150 pounds is considered large

or heavy weight cargo. This type of cargo is built onto

airline cargo pallets in a separate building called the

heavy weight cargo area. Once the cargo is on a pallet and

covered with plastic and restraint nets, it is picked up by

a forklift then weighed and placed on a dolly. It was

observed that all of the pallets were placed on wooden
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dunnage while they were being loaded with cargo. This

allowed easy access for the forklift to pick up the pallet.

Observation in the heavy weight area showed a lot of

large pallets built and awaiting airlift. The heavy weight

section was also undergoing an expansion project.

Employrees

Like all of the air cargo carriers observed, FedEx's

employees who sort and load/unload cargo are part-time

workers. Both male and female workers were observed in all

areas.

Intransit Visibility

All of the packages sorted at the hub had, as a

minimum, one barcoded label. Also, many customers placed

their own barcoded labels on packages for their internal

use.

FedEx was the only carrier observed to scan the

barcoded labels on each package as it reached the superhub

and when it was loaded into a container or onto a pallet

leaving the superhub. Also, they are researching new

technology that will provide more intransit visibility.

In the future, FedEx will either barcode each container

or use radio frequency tags and transmitters to track the

location of each of its containers. This will ensure more

visibility over its cargo than they currently have.
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Operations Interface

A Systems Control section tracks all aircraft inbound

to the superhub and outbound from the superhub. Federal

Express' Control Room controls the sorting process and

monitors package flow through the sorting facilities. Also,

inbound aircraft arrivals and approximately 30 unloading

teams are coordinated by the control room. All of this is

accomplished through the use of video cameras, computers,

and hand-held radios. The unloading team chiefs

(supervisors) carry hand-held computer terminals which allow

them to access information on aircraft arrivals, load

sequences, and various other types of information. The

supervisors also carry hand-held radios, but the computer is

the primary source of information.

Once cargo has transited the sort facility and is

loaded into containers or onto pallets, it is load planned.

Load planners at FedEx were in a centralized location where

containers are weighed. Each load planner is responsible

for planning the weight and balance on several aircraft

during the nighttime operations. Once a load planner begins

a load plan, all of the information is stored in a computer.

Nearly anyone with a FedEx computer terminal can see load

plans, however, only the load planner can make changes to

the load.

Once a load plan is complete, the load teams begin to

load the cargo onto the proper aircraft. Onload teams

(separate from offload teams) are assigned monthly to the
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flights scheduled for loading. (Some offload teams also

assist in some onloads). The load team chiefs are handed a

copy of the load sequence by the load planner for the

aircraft they are assigned to work. While the load team

chiefs also have hand-held radios primarily for speaking

with outbound senior managers, they use the "Supersystem"

for aircraft parking and departure information. The

Supersystem computer updates a series of screens located

throughout all of the sort buildings. These screens reduce

the amount of radio traffic and keep everyone updated on

pertinent information.

Safety

Clothing and protective gear are important parts of

employee safety. All of FedEx's sort and ramp personnel

wore uniforms which consisted of black shirts, black shorts,

and boots. Some employees wore grey shirts which were part

of an old uniform that was being phased out. Cargo gloves

were optional.

Employees working on or around the aircraft parking

ramp were required to wear hearing protection and a very

small reflective arm band. These arm bands held their

aircraft ramp badge/FedEx identification and were worn on

their left arm. With the identification taking up most of

the space on the arm, only a few inches of reflective

material could be seen on the average size person.
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As mentioned previously, the traffic congestion inside

of the superhub made the drive paths and walkways very

narrow. The poor lighting outside, coupled with the black

uniforms and very little reflective gear, made the ramp area

very unsafe. Also, there were no visible driving lines or

paths on the outside of the sorting facility or on the

ramps.

With numerous vehicles quickly moving from the sort

facility to the aircraft parking ramp, poor lighting, black

uniforms, and little reflective gear, it was extremely

difficult to see anything outside. In fact, the areas

between aircraft where there were no portable lights were

totally black.

Interview

Title of person(s) interviewed: Senior Manager,
Field Sort Operation-
South/Hub Engineering

1. What type of cargo do you specialize in handling and

what other types of cargo do you handle?

Federal Express (FedEx) specializes in

priority overnight movement of small boxes and

documents that weigh less than 150 pounds.

Another type of cargo moved by FedEx includes

"heavy weight" cargo that weighs more than 150

pounds. The maximum allowable weight for

overnight heavy weight shipments is 1,500 pounds.

"Deferred service" includes all cargo (any weight)
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that can fit on FedEx's aircraft and is not

requested to be moved overnight.

2. Do you have written procedures in place for surge

periods? if so, are these company-wide, regional, or local?

Yes, FedEx employees develop "peak plans" to

accommodate any surges in workload. Peak plans

are completed with inputs from all levels of the

operation. Regional hubs develop their own peak

plans. Meetings are conducted monthly; then as

the peak (surge) period draws closer, meetings are

held every week. Prior to development of peak

plans, meetings are held to determine what

lessons, if any, can be learned from the previous

peak period. For example, FedEx conducts "post-

mortem" meetings in January to discuss any lessons

learned from the previous peak period (Christmas).

Peak plans for December are started in February to

prepare for the next Christmas surge period.

FedEx also develops strategic plans. These

plans cover a two to five year period and plan how

facilities will incorporate forecasted peak

periods.

3. How often are your surge plans updated and do you ever

test your plans?

Peak plans are updated and tested annually.

The success of the plans is based upon experience

of the previous year and how customers were
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serviced. The plans are fine-tuned on a monthly,

bi-monthly, or weekly basis as the peak period

approaches. Plans for a specific period are

finalized 90 days prior to the projected surge

period and include a formalized timeline for the

90 days before the peak period begins.

4. What effects do surges have on your cargo handling

equilment?

Peak periods require more cargo handling

equipment. FedEx's plans are based on what is

anticipated for the peak period. Ground Support

Equipment (GSE) and equipment spares are ordered

prior to the peak period. During non-peak

periods, the equipment is kept as excess until the

next peak period. However, peak periods are

fairly close together. For example, GSE acquired

for the December peak is held by FedEx until March

when the volume reaches another peak.

When acquiring GSE, FedEx factors in a

certain amount of spares to cover equipment that

is out of service (in maintenance). However, peak

plans are developed with all on-hand equipment

taken into consideration to include spare

equipment purchased.
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S. Xf extra equipment is needed, do you obtain it through
in-house resources or by contract? Do you go through
company-wide, regional, or local channels?

Management at all hubs participates in the

GS0 planning process. If more equipment is

required than what was originally planned, the

decision to acquire more equipment is made at the

superhub in Memphis (centralized). The Memphis

superhub first determines if in-house resources

can be moved from other hubs to accommodate the

added requirement. If in-house resources are not

available, the superhub will purchase equipment

from outside vendors.

6. During surge periods, how do your personnel levels

change?

Personnel levels increase during surge

periods. Last year Fed~x required 350 more people

to handle a one week peak period during the

nighttime sort. (There are approximately 8,000

employees working during a nighttime sort

operation). FedEx did not hire extra people to

handle thii peak period; instead, employees from

the corporate stef* volunteered to work in

positions within the sort operation. In addition,

employees who worked during the daytime operation

were moved to the night shift for the one week

period.
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7. Do you go through company-wide, regional, or local
channels to get additional personnel? Are they hired as
part-time or full-time?

FedEx uses local channels when hiring

additional personnel. Each regional hub hires

personnel from the local area. AA explained

above, additional employees are not hired during

surge periods (corporate staff and daytime

employees are used to handle a nighttime surge).

8. Sow do you train these additional employees and is there

a learning curve associated with this training?

FedEx employees who work during the peak

period are trained locally. Corporate staff

employees who temporarily work in the sort

operation are placed in positions that do not

require extensive operational training (i.e.

positioning boxes on conveyors for visual scanning

by keyboard operators). Employees who are more

experienced and are properly trained, are moved to

applicable areas (i.e. loading aircraft).

9. Now do you measure the effectiveness of your day-to-day

cargo handling operations?

FedEx uses three measurements to determine

the effectiveness of their day-to-day cargo

handling operations: 1) completion of the sort

operation at a specified time; 2) on-time aircraft

departures; and 3) service levels provided to the
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customer. Each measurement is given equal weight

and all measurements are equally important.

The first measurement used by FedEx is

whether or not the sort operation is completed on

time. FedEx refers to this as "the sort going

down on-time" and a goal is set every night to

complete the sort operation at a specific time.

If the sort goal is not met, FedEx looks at what

factors affected their inability to meet the goal.

The second measurement, on-time aircraft

departures, is tracked every day, week, and month.

FedEx reviews how many minutes its aircraft are

delayed and what factors affect any delays (i.e.

maintenance, loading, fuels, etc.). Even if the

sort operation is late, the overall goal is still

to get the aircraft out on-time.

The last measurement is the overall service

provided to the customer. FedEx has an internal

measurement system called Service Quality

Indicators (SQI) which are 12 items that help

measure the satisfaction of FedEx customers. The

SQI include: 1) right day lates (cargo that

arrives on the right day but late); 2) wrong day

lates (cargo that arrives on the wrong day and is

late); 3) international service; 4) traces (how

many calls they receive to trace cargo);
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5) complaint.; 6) the number of missing proof of

deliveries; 7) invoice adjustments requested;

8) u4issd pick-ups; 9) damaged packages;

10) lost packages; 11) over-goods (packages that

break open or spillage); and 12) abandoned call.

(the number of call, not answered in a certain

period of time).

10. Ese doyou moasure the effectiveness of your cargo

handling operations during surges?

The same day-to-day effectiveness measurements are

used during surge periods.



A n •giL, : Zmery Air Freight

Observation

setting

The Emery hub at the Dayton International Airport was

the setting of a July 1993 tour of Emery's nighttime hub

operations. During a four hour window every Monday through

Friday, approximately 37 aircraft transit the hub.

Emery uses one building to sort all incoming and

outgoing cargo, regardless of cargo size. This sort

facility was clean and well-lit, with entries into the

building on two sides, North and South. The predominant

characteristic, in comparison with the other commercial

carriers observed, prevalent in the sort facility was the

large number of forklifts.

Outside of the sort facility was a large, well-lit

parking ramp on which aircraft were well-spaced for safety

reasons. The ramp had enough space for growth and could

most likely hold twice the number of aircraft currently

handled.

There was a lot of activity on and around each aircraft

during the observation. Each arriving and departing

aircraft had cargo load teams, forklifts, containers, pallet

dollies, K-loaders, and slave racks--all of which will be

described in the next section.
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Cargo Handling Equipment

The majority of Emery's cargo is transported by some

type of forklift. Propane-powered forklifts transport

containers and pallets of cargo to and from aircraft. The

same forklifts also move empty containers or pallets to the

cargo build-up area in the sort facility.

Cargo that is too large to move through Emery's

conveyor system, is transported in "truck totes" or wire

cages to the cargo build-up area. Small forklifts, called

"schrecks" are used to transport the truck totes around the

sorting facility.

A majority of the cargo that Emery receives is moved in

fiberglass cargo containers that are contoured to the shape

of the type of aircraft on which it will be loaded. These

containers have vinyl., tarp-like "door" openings through

which cargo is loaded and unloaded. The "door" comprises

the entire side ofa container. These large openings allow

placement of any piece of cargo that can physically fit into

a container without wrestling the cargo through a small door

opening.

Emery was the only carrier observed to have specialized

secure cargo containers. Each of these containers are

painted bright yellow and have hard fiberglass doors which

can be locked. These are used to ship high value or high

theft items.

For cargo that is too large to fit into a container,

truck totes or forklifts are used to transport it to a large
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cargo build-up area on one end of the sorting facility.

Here, this cargo is palletized as explained later.

Dollies (slightly larger and taller than what the Air

Force calls pallet dollies) are used to transport containers

to and from aircraft to the sort building. Each dolly can

hold two containers, and up to two dollies are pulled by

tugs.

Before containers and pallets can be placed on

K-loaders for uploading on the aircraft, they are first

placed onto a "slave rack". A slave rack is a metal

platform with metal rollers on the top side of the platform

(similar to rollerized forklift tines used by the Air

Force). This rack is used so that the forklifts do not

damage the containers or the pallets with forklift tines.

Slave racks-are also used to transport containers and

pallets inside of the sorting facility. Once the slave

racks are placed on the floor of the sort facility, the

containers and pallets can be easily maneuvered because of

the rollers on the rack.

K-loaders are used to load containers and pallets onto

the aircraft. Containers and pallets are placed onto the

K-loader by a forklift, then one container or pallet can be

raised to the main deck of the aircraft for loading.

Aircraft

All of Emery's aircraft are maintained by Emery

employees, with the majority of the maintenance performed at
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its main hub in Dayton. Emery has the following types of

aircraft: 707s, 727s, and DC-8s.

Sma11 Package Sort

Like all other air cargo carriers observed, Emery sorts

its small packages several times. The initial sort is based

on the decision of whether the cargo can move on the

conveyor belts that run throughout the facility or if it

must bypass the belts. All cargo that is small and light

enough (under 70 pounds), and has no rough edges that could

damage the conveyors, is sent through the initial sort

process. Cargo that fits into a container, but cannot be

moved on the conveyors, is transported individually to the

container loading area.

The primary sort is a manual sort of all packages by a

three letter airport code. This sort sends packages to

either the North or South side of the sort facility. This

decision is based upon the side of the building in which a

particular city's cargo will be loaded into containers.

Fast moving conveyor belts are used to move the packages

throughout the sort facility.

There are three modules in the sort facility, and each

module is responsible for loading containers destined to

several cities. The secondary sort is by three letter

airport code and is used to send packages to each module.

The secondary sort includes a section with tilt trays

that sort cargo again. Cargo arrives in the section by
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conveyor belt, then a technician enters the three letter

airport code into a computer. The computer then moves this

piece of cargo onto a conveyor belt with wooden trays that

tilt at the appropriate time and deposit cargo down a chute

to one of the modules. Each chute may handle only one

city's cargo (if the city has a large amount of cargo), or

it may handle several city's cargo.

The final sort takes place when an employee loading the

container checks the three letter code, then places the

package in the proper container. This makes the person

loading the container responsible for checking each piece

for its proper destination.

Large Cargo Handling

Any cargo that is too large or too heavy (greater than

70 pounds) to be placed on the conveyor belt system is moved

by schreck or forklift to a pallet build-up area on one end

of the sort facility. Aluminum aircraft cargo pallets or

"cookie sheets" are used for shipping large pieces of cargo.

Single empty pallets are placed on slave racks, then plastic

is placed on the empty pallet. Next, cargo is placed on top

of the pallet using a forklift. Once a pallet is full or no

other cargo is available for the destination of that pallet,

it is covered with plastic and nets. The plastic is for

temporary protection from the weather since a pallet is only

exposed to weather for a few minutes. Emery is the only

carrier observed to place plastic on the bottom of the
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pallet before cargo is loaded. The nets used are commercial

air cargo nets which are a thin rope-type net. These nets

are placed over the cargo to provide the same restraint that

a cargo container would provide for a similar load.

Each pallet is transported to the aircraft by forklift.

Once at the aircraft, the forklift places the pallet onto

the K-loader by sliding the pallet off of the slave rack.

In other words, the slave rack does not get loaded onto the

aircraft.

Employees

Like all of the air cargo carriers observed, Emery's

employees who sort and load/unload cargo are part-time

workers. Both male and female workers were seen in all

areas of the operation.

Intransit Visibility

All of the packages sorted at the hub had, as a

minimum, one barcoded label. Many customers placed their

own barcoded labels on packages for their internal use.

While each label was visually inspected several times for

the proper three letter airport codes, no scanning of the

barcodes was observed at the Dayton hub. Instead, packages

are scanned before departing for Dayton and after arriving

at their destination airport. The scanning of packages at

regional hubs or outlying terminals saves the Dayton hub

valuable time at night, but true intransit visibility did

not appear to be possible.
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Operations Interface

The load planners at Emery were not located near the

area where cargo containers or cargo pallets were filled

with cargo. Instead, after a container or pallet was

weighed upon leaving a module, the weight and identification

numbers were put into a computer. Then, load planners would

use that information to load plan several different

aircraft.

At the beginning of the evening there are three load

planners working on pre-load plans. By the end of the

evening, personnel from the hazardous materials (hazmat)

area move to the load planning section and work on the

remaining flights. All of the load planning personnel could

contact the teams that were building cargo containers or

pallets as well as the cargo load teams.

Emery has its own tower which overlooks the entire

aircraft ramp at the Dayton hub, and employees in the tower

coordinate aircraft arrivals, parking, maintenance, de-

icing, and loading/unloading. Both radios and telephones

were used to coordinate all aircraft functions.

Aircraft unload teams worked on both the top (main)

decks and in the belly compartments of the aircraft.

However, the upload teams were separated into top deck

loaders and main deck loaders. On occasion, one load team

would load both the top deck and the bellies. A load/unload

team consists of ten to 12 people.
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Safety

Clothing and protective gear are important elements of

employee safety. Emery's employees are issued uniforms.

These uniforms consist of navy blue pants and orange and

blue shirts (Friday is casual night and uniforms are

optional). Steel-toed boots are mandatory and employees are

given vouchers for 50 percent of the cost of boots. Cargo

gloves and lifting belts are available to all personnel.

Employees working outside on aircraft and on the parking

ramp are required to wear reflective vests and hearing

protection.

Lighting, another important safety area, was very good

both inside and outside of Emery's facilities. Good

lighting is essential due to the amount of vehicle traffic

and congestion in the sorting facility. Within the sort

facility, forklifts and schrecks were often lined up back-

to-back waiting to move heavy weight cargo to the pallet

build-up area. Because everyone observed was safety

conscious and used horns and signaling devices, the

operation was safe.

Because of the amount of activity surrounding the sort

facility and the aircraft ramp areas, no walking is allowed

on the outside of the sort building or on the ramps.

Instead, vans and buses move workers to and from parking

lots, aircraft, and the sort facility.
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Xnterview

Title of person(s) interviowod: Supervisor, Quality
Assurance

1. What type of cargo do you specialize in handling and
what other types of cargo do you handle?

Emery specializes in handling heavy weight cargo

that weighs over 70 pounds, with approximately 1,000

shipments handled per night. The average weight of

Emery's cargo is approximately 110 pounds. Other types

of cargo that Emery moves include live animals,

automotive material, and clothing (fashion industry

cargo), hazardous materials, signature service,

constant surveillance cargo, and a variety of

government cargo (to include sensitive cargo requiring

couriers--however, Emery does not handle classified

cargo).

2. Do you have written procedures in place for surge

periods? If so, are these company-wide, regional, or local?

No, Emery does not have written procedures in

place for surge periods. Although the heavy peak

period is around Christmas-time (September,

October, and November), Emery has a variety of

periods of increased workload depending upon

customer requirements. For example, Emery just

completed a surge in workload when General Motors

(GM) had its "build-out" that finished its 1993

product and began to produce vehicles for 1994.
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This build-out resulted in a heavy increase in

workload for Emery.

Emery focuses on customization and any increases

in workload are handled on a day-by-day basis.Sb
Procedures and standards are in-place for overload

"situations; however, every day is different and

adjustments are made depending on the requirements for

that day. For example, on one day Apple computer may

send in 50 skids of cargo and Emery would have to make

adjustments to normal procedures to handle the overload

for that specific day and then return to -.ormal

procedures when the cargo is moved.

Although Emery does not have plans specifically

for surge periods, operational manuals provide guidance

for employees in the event of an overload situation.

An overload situation may occur with incoming or

outgoing cargo. As an example, Emery has reports that

state a requirement to move 225,000 pounds to Dallas,

Texas; however, only one DC-8 aircraft, with a maximum

capacity of 100,000 pounds, is scheduled for Dallas.

There are procedures to accommodate this overload

situation and to find the best and most cost-effective

means of delivering the customer's cargo.

3. How often are your surge plans updated and do you ever

test your plans?

As stated previously, Emery does not have specific

written procedures for surge periods. However, the
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operational manuals used by Emery employees for a

variety of tasks (i.e. purchasing manuals and books),

to include procedures for overload situations, are

updated annually.

4. What effects do surges have on your cargo handling

oquipment?

Surges in workload result in added wear and tear

on the cargo handling equipment.

5. If extra equipment is needed, do you obtain it through
in-house resources or by contract? Do you go through
company-wide, regional, or local channels?

Emery examines the most cost effective means

to determine whether or not extra equipment is

rented or purchased. If the requirement for more

equipment is a short-term requirement, Emery will

temporarily rent the equipment. If there is a

long-term requirement for more equipment, the

equipment is purchased.

Emery has two regional hubs. Other locations

serviced by Emery are called "terminals" or

"outstations". Equipment is not moved between the

regional hubs, outstations, and the main hub

during surge periods.

Price limits are set on specific decisions--

decisions to acquire extra equipment that exceed

the price limit require corporate approval.

However, Emery's main hub at Dayton will usually
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not go through the corporate office to lease or

buy extra equipment (decentralized decision-making

process). In addition, the two regional hubs and

outstations will usually not go through Emery's

main hub in Dayton to get approval to acquire

extra equipment.

6. During surge periods, how do your personnel levels

change?

Personnel levels increase during surge

periods. Cargo is sorted during a specified

timeframe and it is not possible to extend this

window to have the same employees work longer

hours. If Emery is inundated with cargo, they

find it best to bring more people on during the

surge period to handle the workload.

7. Do .you go through company-wide, regional, or local
channels to get additional personnel? Are they hired as
part-time or full-time?

When hiring additional permanent employees

for the hub at Dayton or for the regional hubs,

approval from the corporate office is required.

These permanent employees are hired as part-time

employees from their perspective local economies.

Emery uses a temporary employment agency to hire

personnel required for a short period of time. The

decision to hire temporary employees is made at the

local level and does not require corporate approval.
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6. �w do you train those additional employees and is there

a learning curve associated with this training?

Permanent employees go through a one week

orientation period which consists of three days of

classroom training and two days of hands-on

experience. Then, the employees are placed in

their actual position. Employees hired for

positions that require more skill receive

additional training on the job.

Temporary employees hired for surge periods

are given a brief orientation (i.e. information

required for FAA purposes such as hazardous

material moved throughout the facility). Most

temporary employees are given on-the-job training.

During these periods, personnel within the hub

operation are shifted around with more experienced

personnel (permanent employees) placed in

positions that require more skill and temporary

employees given jobs that require less skill.

9. now do you measure the effectiveness of your day-to-day

cargo handling operations?

Each department has different goals to meet

and specified targets times. For example, ramp

operations are required to download a DC-8 in

27 minutes. Ramp personnel offloading the

aircraft are timed and these times are entered
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into the computer by personnel in the tower (these

times are monitored and tracked).

The breakdown operation also has target times

to meet. When the cargo is offloaded and brought

into the breakdown area, Emery records hourly and

overall cycle times, or how many containers are

turned over or broken down per hour by a team.

The build-up area is required to close-out or

complete their operation within a specified period

of time. Missorts (the amount of cargo that is

missorted) are also used to measure the

effectiveness of the build-up area. Emery is

performing at a 99.995 percent ratio (low amount

of missort.). Currently, Emery has an audit team

that, after a container is built-up, will randomly

select a container filled with cargo and break the

cargo down to look for any inconsistencies such as

missorts or mishandling.

If the various department do not meet their

goals, immediate feedback is given; usually, this

feedback is given at the beginning of the next

shift. In addition to the department goals, Emery

has a company-wide goal to have all aircraft

depart on-time. Emery has a program set up that

monetarily compensates employees at the end of the

year if standards are met. Although each
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department has their own separate goals, the overall

company goal is to service the customer.

10. Raw do you measure the effectiveness of your cargo

handling operations during surges?

The same day-to-day effectiveness measurements are

used during surge periods.
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AP~ndixLG: Airborne Freight

Observation

Setting

Airborne's hub in Wilmington, OH was the setting of an

April 1993 tour of Airborne's nighttime hub operations.

While approximately 75 aircraft arrive and depart Wilmington

within a four hour window every Monday through Friday night,

the most interesting observation was not the number of

aircraft being handled. Instead, the airport out of which

Airborne operates is clearly the most unique part of their

operation. Called the Airborne Air Park, this airport is

totally owned and operated by Airborne Freight. Since

Airborne is in control of all facilities and personnel at

the airport, this is its major advantage.

Another aspect of the setting which needs mentioning is

that Airborne uses three buildings to sort its next-day air

express cargo during the nighttime operations. All three

buildings have the same capability, and cargo is taken to

the building nearest to the aircraft from which it was

downloaded. All sort buildings were extremely clean, well

lit, and had very fast moving conveyor belts on which the

majority of the cargo was placed for sorting.

Outside of the sort facilities is a very large aircraft

parking ramp on which aircraft are well spaced for safety

reasons. While there was a lot of activity on and around
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each aircraft, safety was prevalent. The extremely

well-lit parking ramp made it seem like it was midday

instead of midnight.

Cargo Handling Equipment

Airborne only buys aircraft that were formerly used to

transport passengers then converts these into cargo carrying

aircraft. Because of the unique nature of its aircraft

buying, Airborne has designed a cargo container that is

different from those used by all other carriers observed.

These containers are called "C-Containers" and are

manufactured and maintained at the Wilmington, OH hub.

C-Containers are small and light-weight and are loaded

through the existing passenger door on all of the aircraft.

Each container has wheels attached to the bottom so they can

be pushed easily by hand, thus not requiring any forklifts

or container moving dollies (or what the Air Force calls

pallet dollies).

Since it is not practical to physically push each

container to an aircraft, Airborne has several pieces of

equipment that can carry an entire aircraft load of

'-Containers. This piece of equipment is called a "dragon"

by Airborne employees. Each C-Container is pushed by hand

onto the dragon, which is only a few inches off of the

ground, and has a ramp which lowers to the ground. Then,

the dragon is driven by its own power to the aircraft for

uploading. Airborne also has several large carts that are
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used to transport C-Containers to the aircraft. Once at the

aircraft, the C-Containers are loaded the same way from both

the dragons and the carts.

To move C-Containers from the dragon to the aircraft,

aircraft loaders or K-loaders are not used. Instead,

Airborne uses conveyor belts to move the C-Containers from

the dragon to the passenger door of the aircraft. The same

conveyors are typically used by airlines and other cargo

carriers to load loose cargo into belly compartments of

aircraft.

Aircraft

Airborne uses three different types of aircraft, all of

which were previously passenger aircraft. They have the

following number and type of aircraft:

24 DC-8s
47 DC-9s
11 YS-lls

The modification, overhaul, and maintenance on these

aircraft are accomplished by Airborne employees at their

Wilmington, OH hub.

Small Package Sort

Like all other air cargo carriers, Airborne sorts its

small packages several times. The primary sort is simply

removing cargo from an incoming C-Container and sorting it

by the region of the country for which it is destined.

Eventually all cargo is sorted by a three letter airport

code, then loaded into outgoing C-Containers.
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All cargo that is small enough and has no rough edges

that could damage the conveyors is sent through one of the

sort buildings on the conveyor system that runs through each

building. Cargo that is too large (over 70 pounds), too

long to fit into a C-Container, or has metal banding or

other material that could damage the conveyors is placed in

a separate area. Then, if the cargo fits into a

C-Container, a tug is used to move this cargo to the

C-Container build-up area. If cargo will not fit into a

C-Container, it is taken elsewhere and sent by a contracted

freight forwarder to its destination.

Large Cargo Handling

Cargo that weighs over 70 pounds is considered large by

Airborne. This cargo is never refused, but it is not moved

on Airborne's aircraft. Instead it is trucked to a

contractor and moved by a contracted flight to its

destination airport, then handled by Airborne employees at

that airport.

Employees

Like all of the air cargo carriers observed, Airborne's

employees who sort and load/unload cargo are part-time

workers. Unlike the other carriers, Airborne had a large

number of female employees in these areas--nearly 50

percent.
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Intzansit Visibility

All of the packages sorted at the hub had, as a

minimum, one barcoded label. Many customers placed their

own barcoded labels on packages for their internal use.

While each label was visually inspected for the proper

regional and three letter airport codes, no scanning of the

barcodes waq observed at the Wilmington hub. Instead,

packages are scanned before departing for Wilmington and

after arriving at their destination airport. The scanning

of packages at regional hubs saves the Wilmington hub

valuable time at night, but true intransit visibility did

not appear to be possible.

Operations Interface

Airborne had load planning stations near the end of the

sort operations in each of its sort buildings. As a

C-Container was filled, it was weighed by the person who

loaded it. Then, that person would write the weight on a

grease board next to the scales. (Each departing flight had

its own grease board near the scales). Then, the

C-Container was pushed outside of the sort building to an

awaiting dragon or cart. If a dragon or cart was not

available, the C-Containers were pushed aside in a group so

they could easily be loaded onto a dragon or cart when one

was available.

When all C-Containers for a flight were weighed, a load

planner would fill out the necessary load planning documents
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and give the sequence to the load team that would actually

load the aircraft. When the load team reached the aircraft,

a load planning computer on-board each aircraft could be

used to double check the C-Container sequence.

To eliminate confusion, aircraft are parked in the same

parking spots every night. Also, load teams and maintenance

personnel know in advance which aircraft they will be

working.

Safety

Clothing and protective gear are part of employee

safety. Employees did not have a uniform or any apparent

dress code, but they were required to wear sturdy boots that

covered their ankles. Leather cargo gloves were optional

for everyone. Hearing protection was optional for workers

inside of the sort buildings and was mandatory for workers

on the aircraft parking ramps. Reflective gear was worn by

employees working outside on and near aircraft on the

parking ramp. No lifting belts were observed on any

employee.

Lighting is another critical part of nighttime safety.

Both inside and outside lighting was excellent. Movement by

vehicles to and from sort buildings and around aircraft was

quick, but horns and signals were used and everyone seemed

to be conscious of everyone else's movements. There were no

noticeable driving or walking lines painted on the ground,
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but everyone seemed to know where they could or could not

walk safely.

Interview

Title of person(s) interviewed: Senior Director, Hub
Operations

1. What type of cargo do you specialize in handling and

what other types of cargo do you handle?

Airborne's specialty is in the movement of

what it calls air express cargo. 60 percent of

air express cargo weighs between one and five

pounds, with the average weight being two pounds.

Approximately 40 percent of the remaining air

express cargo weighs between five and 70 pounds.

Nearly one percent of air express cargo is

classified as "exceptions". Exceptions are odd

size cargo (over 108 inches long) which cannot

physically fit into one of the C-Containers.

Also, anything weighing over 70 pounds fits into

this category.

Another type of cargo that Airborne moves is

that categorized as Select Day Service (SDS).

This type of cargo allows for controlled delivery

by Airborne when the customer specifies a required

delivery date for the cargo. Airborne says this

type of cargo has seen the most growth in the past

year.
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2. Do you have written procedures in place for surge

periods? If so, are those company-wide, regional, or local?

Airborne does not have written procedures for

surges in workload. Due to the excessive growth

experienced each year, surges in workload during

previous years cannot be used to predict future

surges. However, because Christmas is -

traditionally a major surge period for Airborne,

it "gears up" for the surge on the day after

Thanksgiving. Also, the first and last day of a

business' quarter require a push by Airborne to

help corporate customers move their packages.

To help customers at the beginning and end of

quarters, Airborne uses some of its aircraft that

it holds in reserve for such occasions. (These

aircraft are also held as maintenance spares).

Also, Airborne relies on regional hubs during

these surges in Airborne's workload.

3. Now often are your surge plans updated and do you ever

test your plans?

Although Airborne has no written surge plans,

weekly scheduling committees meet to determine

concerns. Also, daily sales and marketing

meetings take place to discuss issues dealing with

its major corporate accounts.
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4. What effects do surges have on your cargo handling

equipment?

Airborne's equipment is only used for six to

seven hours per day, allowing a lot of flexibility

during periods of increased workload. Since next-

day (overnight) express cargo is sorted at night,

the daytime operations are not as busy. To help

alleviate some of the sorting burden on the

nighttime operations, Airborne uses its daytime

operation to sort cargo for the Select Day

Service. This allows better utilization of both

facilities and equipment.

5. If extra equipment is needed, do you obtain it through
in-house resources or by contract? Do you go through
company-wide, regional, or local channels?

Before any outside equipment and/or aircraft

are requested, Airborne uses in-house resources.

The decision to move resources from the Wilmington

hub to other regional hubs, or vice versa, is made

at the Wilmington hub. If in-house resources are

not available, then other companies are used.

If extra equipment or aircraft are needed,

Airborne uses charter companies. No standing

contracts are used; only the goodwill of Airborne

and its previous business relationships are used

to contract anything extra that is needed.
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6. During surge periods, how do your personnel levels

change?

Cargo load/download personnel and sort

personnel are all hired as part-time during normal

operations. If additional personnel are needed

during periods of increased workload, current

part-time employees are asked to work more hours.

If that is not enough, then more people are hired.

When a person is first hired for a job at

Airborne, they are hired on a casual basis.

Approximately 20 percent of its employees are in a

casual status at any given time. Casual status is

basically a 60 day probationary period in which

all newly hired personnel are placed. If more

personnel are needed for surges, the casual

employees are converted into part-time employees,

then more casuals are hired. The major

distinguishing characteristics between casual and

part-time employees are that casuals may or may

not be asked to work on a given night and they do

not have all the benefits of a part-time employee.

7. Do you go through company-wide, regional, or local
channels to get additional personnel? Are they hired as
part-time or full-time?

Additional personnel for sort and aircraft

load/download are all hired as part-time

employees. The approval to hire more personnel is

centralized at the Wilmington, OH hub. However,
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the actual hiring is accomplished locally. So, if

one of Airborne's regional hubs needs additional

personnel, the Wilmington hub would give hiring

approval, and the personnel would be hired by the

regional hub.

8. Row do you train these additional employees and is there

a learning curve associated with this training?

All casual employees are trained the same

way, whether hired for a surge period or for a

routine period. Each casual employee spends one

week in orientation to the company which includes

familiarization with material handling equipment,

departmental policies, and safety issues. Then,

depending on the job that they will be doing, they

receive specialized training in that particular

work area.

9. How do you measure the effectiveness of your day-to-day

cargo handling operations?

A daily hub report is produced to show

productivity by supervisor and area supervised.

The sort, ramp, and overall hub productivity are

summarized as is regional hub performances. Also,

by 1400 hours each day, a report on the aircraft

service into each destination is reviewed. This

report shows the service or on-time arrivals into

each destination. A goal of 95 percent on-time
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arrivals (called a service level) is sought at all

times.

The percent of volume of different types of

cargo are also summarized monthly to determine if

markets are changing. This allows Airborne to

change service levels by adding more or larger

aircraft to a route, by changing arrival and

departure times, or by realigning cargo handling

equipment to meet changing market demands.

Airborne uses the standard pieces of cargo

handled per manhour to determine if a worker's

performance is effective. They maintain standards

which must be met by all employees.

Finally, on-time pickups and deliveries are

monitored daily by Airborne Freight to see if they

are meeting their customers' demands. The airline

part of Airborne Freight, Airborne Express,

receives this information on a weekly basis to

determine if they need to change flights, sorting

times, etc. to maintain the 95 percent service

level.

10. How do you masure the effectiveness of your cargo

handling operations during surges?

During periods of increased workload,

Airborne attempts to watch the number of hours

worked and the number of employees working. They

do not want productivity to go down, but the
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solution is not always to put more people to work.

Airborne tries to keep the standard pieces handled

per manhour constant.

While costs are a major concern, they are not

examined very closely during surges. This is

because expenditures are examined before

anticipated surges in workload occur.
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&mndiL : DUL AiMXG

Observation

getting

DHL's hub at the Greater Cincinnati-Northern Kentucky

Airport was the setting of a July 1993 tour of DHL's

nighttime hub operations. This is the U.S. domestic hub for

DEL's worldwide operations. Approximately 40 aircraft

arrive and depart the DBL "superhub" every Monday through

Friday night, but only about half of these aircraft are

large enough to carry cargo containers and/or pallets. The

other aircraft are much smaller and serve customers by

loading packages loose in the cargo bay of these aircraft.

DHL has three aircraft parking ramps, all of which were

observed in operation. However, due to the diversity of

aircraft types, a detailed list of aircraft number and type

had to be provided by DHL.

DHL used one well-lit building for its sort operations.

Conveyor belts were prevalent throughout the building, and

these conveyors were the slowest moving ones observed in

this study.

The aircraft parking ramp area utilized by DHL was

small, yet three separate ramps were used. Due to airport

expansion, part of the ramp was under construction during

this observation. The two ramp areas closest to the sort

facility were well-lit, and aircraft were parked very close

together. The third parking ramp was used to park DHL's
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smallest aircraft for the nighttime hub operations, but it

was a common user parking area during the day. This area

did not have as much light as the two main parking ramps.

Cargo Eandling quilpment

No forklifts were observed at DHL's hub. All of the

cargo was placed into cargo containers or onto aluminum

aircraft cargo pallets and transported on pallet dollies

pulled by tugs. The cargo containers were made of

fiberglass and had canvas (tarp-like) door openings through

which cargo was loaded and unloaded. These large openings

allow any piece of cargo that can physically fit into a

container to be placed inside of the container without

wrestling it through a small door opening. Nearly all of

the cargo sorted through the facility was placed into these

containers. Cargo that was too large to fit into a

container, but could fit onto an aircraft pallet, was placed

on pallets in the large cargo area.

Dollies were pulled by tugs and were used to transport

containers and pallets from the sort facility to an aircraft

and vice versa. After an aircraft's load of containers on

dollies was ready to be uploaded, a K-loader was used to

load the aircraft. Containers or pallets were pushed from

dollies to the K-loader which had a rollerized flooring.

This K-loader could raise two containers or pallets up to

the main deck of an aircraft at the same time. Then, the

containers or pallet. were pushed into the aircraft.
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Aircraft

DHL has the following type of large aircraft that carry

cargo containers and/or pallets:

12 727-100s
6 727-200s
10 SA-227s

The smaller aircraft used by DHL are contracted. Some of

these aircraft are: Dornier 228s, Cessna 208s, Convair CV

580s, and Convair CV 640s.

Small Package sort

Like all other air cargo carriers, DEL sorts its small

packages several times. The primary sort is simply removing

cargo from incoming containers or pallets and sorting it by

the region of the country for which it is destined. Since

DHL is the leader in international movement, all

international cargo is sorted by its stateside destination

where it is placed onto a specific international flight.

Eventually, all cargo is sorted by a three letter airport

code, then loaded into outgoing containers or onto pallets.

The majority of cargo arriving at the hub goes through

the conveyors in the small package sort process. Cargo that

is nonconveyable (due to shipment size, weight, fragility,

or bulk of some shipments) is moved through the sort process

individually. Cargo that is too large to fit into a

container is moved to the large cargo area.
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Large Cargo Handling

Cargo that is too large to fit into a container, but is

small enough to fit onto a single aircraft pallet, is moved

to the large cargo handling area. For cargo that cannot fit

onto a single pallet or for large shipments, DHL uses a

freight forwarder to contract space on another carrier.

The area designated for large cargo was extremely small

and located outside of the sort facility in a dark alley

between two buildings. Only a small amount of large cargo

was observed during this visit. In this area, cargo was

placed onto pallets, then covered with plastic to protect it

from the weather. Commercial cargo nets resembling thin

nylon ropes were placed over the cargo for restraint. It

was also observed that metal cargo was placed directly onto

the aluminum pallet. This observation was noted because the

Air Force has strict guidelines that prohibit this practice.

Employees

Like all of the air cargo carriers observed, DHL's

employees who sort and load/unload cargo are part-time

workers. Most of their employees in these two areas were

male. All of the supervisory personnel were distinguished

by wearing a uniform consisting of a white shirt with a DHL

logo.

Intransit Visibility

All of the packages sorted at the hub had, as a

minimum, one barcoded label. Many customers placed their
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own barcoded labels on packages for their internal use.

While each label was visually inspected for the proper

regional and three letter airport codes, no scanning of the

barcodes was observed at the superhub.

Operations Interface

Once a container or a pallet was filled with cargo, it

was weighed. When several (usually four) containers for the

same aircraft were filled, they were transported to the

aircraft by pallet dollies and tugs. When all of the cargo

for a particular aircraft was loaded into containers or onto

pallets, a load planner completed the load plan. Meanwhile,

most of the cargo was already positioned at the aircraft,

thus saving critical time in transporting from the sort

building to the aircraft.

Load team chiefs and supervisors were kept abreast of

normal operations and any changes through hand held radios.

Once all of the cargo for an aircraft was at the aircraft

and a load plan was complete, the load teams used K-loaders

to upload the cargo.

Unlike other air cargo carriers observed, DHL's load

teams were also used to marshall aircraft into and out of

parking spots and to connect ground power units to the

aircraft. This saved the maintenance personnel for only

aircraft maintenance functions.

A crucial part of DHL's hub operation is the System

Operations Control (SOC) which is manned by one person.
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This individual provides centralized control and decision

making for the night's operation. Requests to "tail swap"

aircraft (use a different aircraft for a particular flight),

are made by the cargo supervisors (not maintenance) to the

SOC. The SOC then coordinates these types of requests and

makes the ultimate decision.

Safety

Clothing and protective gear are important parts of

employee safety. Employees, other than supervisors, did not

have a uniform or any apparent dress code, but they were

required to wear sturdy boots. In addition to the boots,

employees who worked on aircraft or on the aircraft parking

ramp were required to wear hearing protection and reflective

gear.

No lift belts were observed on any employees, and

several employees were observed not wearing the required

protective gear. Cargo gloves were optional, with some

employees wearing the gloves.

Lighting is also an important part of safety during

nighttime operations. Lighting was good throughout the sort

facility and on the primary aircraft parking ramps. The

only area that was poorly lit was the large cargo area where

cargo was palletized.

There was a lot of vehicle movement on the aircraft

parking ramps. Tugs pulling pallet dollies and vans with

supervisory personnel were constantly in motion, but
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everyone was safety conscious. All vehicles used

headlights, hazard lights, and horns to let people know

they were being placed in motion. While there were no

visible walking or driving lines, most of the vehicles used

the aircraft taxi centerline.

Interview

Title of porson(s) interviewed: Manager, Systems
Development and Industrial
Engineering

1. What type of cargo do you specialize in handling and

what other typos of cargo do you handle?

DHL handles three types of cargo: 1) letter

material (overnight) or small material which

comprises 60 percent of their total cargo;

2) boxes, larger than letter material and up to

one cubic yard in size, which are 35 percent of

their total cargo; and 3) nonconveyable material

or cargo physically too big or too heavy to be

moved on the conveyors. This type of cargo is

usually referred to as air freight and comprises

four to five percent of DHL's total cargo.

2. Do you have written procedures in place for surge

periods? If so, are these company-wide, regional, or local?

Yes, DHL at the Cincinnati hub has written

procedures that specify operations for any level

of volume; however, these procedures are

applicable for all circumstances and not
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specifically for surge periods. These procedures

are based on Master Standard Data, a scientific

methodology used to determine the number of work

hours required to move specific amounts of cargo

and provide very specific written guidance.

Surges are forecasted just like any other

period. A ten to 15 percent increase in DHL's

ramp operations is not considered a surge. Cargo

volume may vary up to 40 percent on a given night

of the week. Each regional hub has its own

procedures for surge periods.

3. How often are your surge plans updated and do you ever

test your plans?

The statistical portion of the Master

Standard Data is updated bi-annually; however, the

work method portion of the Master Standard Data is

changed whenever the physical structure of the

work area changes. These Master Standard Data

plans are tested prior to development of a

training program for actual employees who operate

within the new work environment. The work methods

are designed and tested, and feedback is given by

a sample of employees. After feedback from the

sample employees, statistical applications are

made and the work method is retested. Following

final approval, the work method is fully

implemented.
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Although work methods for increases in volume

are statistically tested and forecasted (using

scientific modeling) to determine the productivity

of a given work area, DHL does not operationally

test procedures during surges in workloads. DHL

uses statistical sampling to determine whether

employees in a given work area are performing to

previously determined capacity. Sampling of

employees is conducted a few times each month,

dependent upon the supervisor's decision.

4. What effects do surges have on your cargo handling

equipment?

Surges have no physical effect on DHL's cargo

handling equipment. Machinery is built to such

high quality standards that surges have no

physical impact on the equipment. However, surge

periods do strain the capacity of the equipment if

logistical operations are not in the right order

(i.e. if people/managers are not in the right

place at the right time or are not controlling

resources properly, this ultimately diminishes the

capacity of the machinery). Therefore, DHL uses

93 percent as the stated capacity of their

equipment to accommodate any factors that

influence the control of its resources.
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5. If extra equipment is needed, do you obtain it through
in-house resources or by contract? Do you go through
campany-wide, regional, or local channels?

Depending on the requirement, DHL uses both

in-house and contracted resources to acquire

additional equipment. In-house resources are used

first and, if necessary, equipment is contracted

from outside sources. All decisions to obtain

extra equipment for the main hub or any regional

hub within the continental United States, either

through in-house or contract sources, are

centralized at the main hub in Cincinnati. Every

alternative is explored and cost factors are

weighed heavily in any decision to obtain extra

equipment.

DHL will also borrow equipment from other

airlines and have reciprocity with the equipment.

This does not cost any money and helps accommodate

any surges in workioad when equipment is needed.

6. During surge periods, how do your personnel levels

change?

After forecasting the surge level, DHL

adjusts manning levels up or down commensurate

with any changes in volume due to a surge or slow

period. If necessary, more people are hired or

more hours are worked.
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7. Do you go through company-wide, regional, or local
channels to get additional personnel? Are they hired as
part-tim or full-time?

Requirements for additional personnel are

approved by the corporate office (in Redwood City,

CA); however, any requirements for replacement

personnel are handled at the Cincinnati hub. Sort

and ramp employees are hired as part-time workers,

while pilots are hired on a full-time basis. The

overall goal is to keep costs down--DHL's budget

is developed for the number of hours worked and

not the number of employees. During

Christmas, blanket approval is given by the

corporate office for the Cincinnati hub to

hire more personnel (with an upper control

limit on the amount).

C. How do you train these additional employees and is there

a learning curve associated with this training?

Additional temporary employees hired for

surge periods are not given the depth of training

as permanent employees; however, they are given

sufficient levels of training to perform their

assigned duties--which are usually simplistic in

nature

Yes, there is a learning curve associated

with training all employees. DHL expects new

employees to be 80 percent proficient with their

job during the first month, 90 percent proficient
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during the second month, and 100 percent

proficient by the third month. Theme proficiency

levels are the same for both temporary and

permanent employees.

9. Aow do you measure the effectiveness of your day-to-day

cargo handling operations?

Two form of measurement are used by DHL:

effectiveness of the overall airline's performance

and productivity of sort and ramp operations.

Effectiveness of the overall airline performance

is based upon on-time arrivals. The determining

factor of the airline's performance is whether or

not the aircraft arrives at its intended

destination (within a 15 minute timeframe) so that

DHL employees are able to deliver the packages on

time.

Effectiveness of productivity within the sort

and ramp operations is based upon a pieces per

hour target of 204. Daily, monthly, and annual

productivity reports are analyzed. On a daily

basis, supervisors are given productivity reports

from the previous night and are required to brief

the information to their employees for timely

feedback. Annual productivity reports are also

compared to operations during the same time period

of the previous year.

There is some correlation between the two
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effectiveness measures. For example, if sort

operations are slow, this usually reflects in the

airline performance of on-time aircraft arrivals.

10. 3w do you measure the offectiveness of your cargo

handlilag operations during surges?

The same day-to-day effectiveness measurements are

used during surge periods.
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AwMn±di: Burlington Air Express

Observation

"Setting

Burlington's Toledo, Ohio hub was the setting of a June

1993 tour of Burlington's nighttime hub operations.

Approximately 22 aircraft arrive and depart Toledo within a

four hour window every Monday through Friday night. During

this timeframe the Toledo Airport is used only by

Burlington; there is no other airport traffic. Burlington

uses one building to sort all of the incoming and outgoing

cargo. There are ten entry modules into this sort building,

so cargo is fed into and out of the facility from a total of

ten different locations. Each module is decentralized and

personnel within a module unload incoming containers, input

cargo into the sorting process, and load sorted cargo in

containers. Burlington is currently expanding to

accomodate more modules.

The sort facility is new, very clean and well-lit.

White walls and a continuous air recycler keep the work

environment clean. Many propane forklifts were visible

moving into and out of the sort facility. These propane

forklifts also helped keep the air clean.

Outside of the sort facility was a large, well-lit

aircraft parking ramp on which aircraft were well-spaced for
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safety reasons. While there was a lot of activity on and

around each aircraft, safety was prevalent.

Cargo Bandling Equipment

A majority of the cargo that Burlington receives is

moved in fiberglass cargo containers that are contoured to

the shape of the type of aircraft on which it will be

loaded. These containers have vinyl, tarp-like "door*

openings through which cargo is loaded and unloaded. The

"doorw comprises the entire side of a container. These

large openings allow placement of any piece of cargo that

can physically fit into a container without wrestling the

through a small door opening.

Pallet dollies are used to transport containers to and

from aircraft to the sort building. A maximum of four

dollies are pulled by tugs. When the dollies with loaded

containers reach the sort building, they are pushed by hand

from the dollies to a rollerized sub-flooring. Then, the

tug takes the dollies out of the building and away from the

sort operation. Once a container is on the rollerized

flooring, the sort procedure takes place.

For cargo that is too large to fit into a container,

forklifts are used to transport it to a large cargo buildup

area. As mentioned previously, Burlington uses propane

powered forklifts during the observation; however, in an

effort to improve the air quality within the sort facility,

Burlington was in the process of converting to electric-
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powered forklifts. The change over was to be made quickly

because Burlington does not own any of the equipment that it

operates; they lease everything.

Finally, K-loaders were used to load containers and

pallets onto the aircraft. Containers and pallets are

pushed from the dollies onto the K-loader which has

rollerized flooring. Then, two containers or pallets are

raised to the main deck of the aircraft for loading.

Aircraft

Burlington Air Express leases all of its aircraft and

the maintenance of its aircraft. They currently have the

following number and types of leased aircraft:

2 Convair 580s
7 727s
18 DC-8s

Small Package Sort

Like all other air cargo carriers observed, Burlington

sorts its small packages several times. The primary sort is

simply removing cargo from an incoming container and sorting

it by the region of the country for which it is destined.

Eventually, all cargo is sorted by a three letter airport

code, then loaded into outgoing containers.

All cargo that is small enough, and has no rough edges

that could damage the conveyors, is sent through the sort

facility on a conveyor system that runs throughout the

building. Cargo that fits into a container, but cannot be
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moved on the conveyor, is transported by cart or forklift to

the container build-up area.

Large Cargo Handling

Any cargo that is too large or too heavy to be placed

on the conveyor belt system is moved by forklift to a pallet

build-up area. Aluminum aircraft cargo pallets or "cookie

sheets" are used for shipping large pieces of cargo. Single

empty pallets are placed on dollies, then cargo is placed on

top of the pallet using a forklift. Once a pallet is full

or no other cargo is available for the destination of that

pallet, it is covered with plastic and nets. The plastic is

for temporary protection from the weather since a pallet is

only exposed to weather for a few minutes. Once a sheet of

plastic is used, it not reused but is recycled.

The nets used are commercial air cargo nets which

resemble a thin rope-type net. These nets are placed over

the cargo to provide the same restraint that a cargo

container would provide for a similar load.

When cargo is extra large and requires more than one

pallet to be "married" to another pallet, the pallets are

placed on a movable platform that can also be transported by

tug. Then the pallets are connected by a coupler and built-

up the same way as a single pallet is built. When possible,

instead of "marrying" pallets in the pallet build-up area,

they are sometimes connected on the aircraft for ease of

transporting on the aircraft ramp.
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Employees

Like all of the air cargo carriers observed,

Burlington's employees who sort and load/unload cargo are

part-time workers. Both male and female workers were seen

in all areas of the operation.

Intransit Visibility

Each package going through the Toledo hub had a

Burlington barcoded label. Also, customers placed their own

barcoded labels on packages for their internal use. While

each label was visually inspected for the proper regional

and three letter airport codes, no scanning of the barcodes

was observed. However, Burlington was experimenting with a

new label system that allows sort personnel to easily

identify overnight cargo. A label with white letters on a

black background was used to identify overnight cargo, and a

label with black letters on a white background was used for

non-overnight packages.

Operations Interface

Personnel loading cargo containers at the end of the

modules are also responsible for load planning. A load

planner enters the weight of the containers or pallets on a

weight and balance worksheet, and when all containers and/or

pallets for an aircraft are weighed, the final load plan is

accomplished.

Cargo upload teams receive pre-load plans via radio

from load planning personnel before all containers have been
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weighed. Once a load plan is finalized, load teams receive

final load plans via radio, and they also receive a paper

copy. Then, the load planner goes out to the aircraft on

which the cargo is to be loaded and briefs the outbound

aircrew. If there are still more containers to be loaded in

that load planner's module, then he/she goes back to the

sort facility and continues loading containers.

Fully loaded containers on dollies are positioned next

to departing aircraft when a load plan is completed. Any

available load team loads any aircraft that has a cargo load

positioned next to it. This allows load teams to prioritize

early departures, then work on any other loads that are

ready early. Also, work teams from each of the ten modules

that load cargo into the containers and remove the cargo

from the containers for sorting, work on the aircraft ramp

at the end of their shift. These employees give the load

teams extra help if needed.

Safety

Clothing and protective gear are important parts of an

employee safety program. Employees are issued uniforms by

Burlington. These uniforms consist of black pants, green

T-shirts, steel-toe boots, cargo gloves, and lift belts.

Employees working outside on aircraft and on the parking

ramp are required to wear reflective gear and hearing

protection.
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At the beginning of the work shift, teams from each

module and load teams do calisthenics to loosen muscles to

help prevent injuries. Coupled with the good lighting and

the clean air in the sort facility, working conditions

observed are very good and safe.

New orange, electric forklifts will help keep the

forklifts easily visible. Also, all vehicle drivers

observed were very safety conscious even though activities

were always fast-paced.

Interview

Title of person(s) interviewed: Manager, Hub Night
Operations

1. What type of cargo do you specialize in handling and

what other types of cargo do you handle?

Burlington's'specialty is in the movement of

large, oversized, heavy weight cargo; however, any

type or size of cargo is accepted for shipment.

Approximately 78 percent of Burlington's cargo

weighs less than 70 pounds and the remaining

22 percent is "awkward/heavier freight" that

cannot be moved on their conveyor system but is

moveable by forklift. This awkward/heavier

freight comprises 50 percent of Burlington's total

volume.
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2. Do you have written procedures in place for surge

periods? If so, are these company-wide, regional, or local?

Burlington has company-wide written

procedures called "rump Procedures" which were

established for handling overloads (not

necessarily surges in workload). wBumping" cargo

refers to rerouting or removing cargo from a

scheduled aircraft route. These Bump Procedures

are guidelines that show which customers must be

serviced in the event of a contingency.

There are three levels of bump procedures

that provide alternate cities for routing cargo in

the event that a surge in workload causes the

cargo to be bumped off the aircraft. The three

levels of structure in the Bump Procedures

include: 1) using the existing aircraft fleet and

route structure to move the cargo to its final

destination; 2) using spare aircraft that are

always available (if spare aircraft are not

available, Burlington will lease more aircraft

when necessary); and 3) holding the cargo at the

hub for movement by truck to Detroit where it is

sent out via commercial aircraft (leased space).

Burlington usually knows by 2200 hours whether or

not they will have to use their Bump Procedures.
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3. now often are your surge plans updated and do you ever

test your plans?

Burlington's Bump Procedures are updated as

needed; usually, these updates are conducted every

other month. The procedures are continually

tested as Burlington guarantees delivery to its

customers. Customers who want to move cargo

weighing 1,000 pounds or more are required to send

advanced notice to Burlington. This information

is placed on Burlington's LOTUS spreadsheet

program and quickly alerts operational managers to

any potential hot spots (any requirements to use

bump procedures) so they may plan accordingly.

4. What effects do surges have on your cargo handling

equipment?

None. Burlington has spare Ground Support

Equipment (GSE) for each function. The spare GSE

is referred to as "Hot Spares" and includes

equipment that is not normally scheduled for use.

Also, Burlington's modular hub design allows even

distribution of cargo throughout the warehouse and

eliminates bottlenecks.

5. If extra equipment is needed, do you obtain it through
in-house resources or by contract? Do you go through
company-wide, regional, or local channels?

Burlington primarily uses local channels to

obtain extra equipment. Any extra equipment, to

include specialized equipment for their aircraft,
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is leased from vendors located within the Toledo,

Ohio area.

Extra equipment required at regional hubs

(outside of Toledo) is also obtained within the

local area of the regional hub. However,

Burlington uses centralized management and

requires approval at the main hub in Toledo when

extra equipment is leased by the regional hubs .

6. During surge periods, how do your personnel levels

change?

Burlington's staffing fluctuates monthly

based on projected and actual volume. Burlington

has three categories of part-time personnel:

1) regular part-time employees, approximately 440

people, who work every night (Monday through

Friday); 2) scheduled casual employees,

approximately 70 people, who work every other

night; and 3) contingent employees, approximately

100 people, who are on call.

7. Do you go through company-wide, regional, or local
channels to get additional personnel? Are they hired as
part-time or full-time?

Local channels are used to obtain additional

personnel at the Toledo hub. The Human Resources

Department is located in the Toledo hub and

selects employees from the large employee base

within the Toledo area. These additional
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employees are hired as part-time employees. Any

requirements for managerial or supervisory

positions at the Toledo hub are announced nation-

wide.

6. Row do you train these additional employees and is there

a learning curve associated with this training?

All Burlington employees hired for cargo

operations receive the same training. The

training process is one week long with one

supervisor assigned to train four new employees.

In order to give a good overview of all areas,

Burlington's employees are rotated through various

areas (i.e. loading aircraft, building-up of cargo

in containers, conveyors, and trucks) and receive

classroom and hands-on experience within each

area.

9. How do you measure the effectiveness of your day-to-day

cargo handling operations?

Burlington uses time standards to measure the

effectiveness of their cargo handling operations.

All aspects of the sort and aircraft loading

operation are timed. For example, time

measurements are made of aircraft uploads,

aircraft downloads, truck downloads, build-up of

containers, weighing of containers, and aircraft

start up. These time standards are compared to

the amount of volume handled to develop
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productivity standards for the entire hub

operation. Productivity is measured in pieces per

manhour with a heavy emphasis on time due to the

sense of urgency to deliver the cargo at the

r proper time and to the proper place.

10. Now do you measure the ef fectiveness of your cargo

handling operations during surges?

Burlington's measurements of effectiveness

during surges are the same as their day-to-day

cargo handling operation. The only difference is

that more people and resources are required to

handle the increase in volume--effectiveness is

still measured by pieces per manhour.
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&Mn _xJ•: Dover Air Force Base

Observation

Setting

The 436th Aerial Port Squadron at Dover Air Force Base,

Delaware was the setting of a June 1993 tour of daytime

operations. Because of the worldwide scope and mission of

the Air Force, the number of aircraft handled at the aerial

port varies from day to day. Although daytime and nighttime

cargo handling operations are essentially similar--they are

both subject to change from one day to the next.

Dover has one very large building which houses all of

the aerial port's functional cargo areas. The inside of

this building is set up like a warehouse with different

sections separated by interior walls. The major sections

observed were inbound freight, outbound freight, and ramp

services. Functions of these areas will be discussed later.

The interior of Dover's cargo facility was like a

warehouse, but exterior lighting was not observed since this

observation was conducted during the day. The outside of

this facility was surrounded by a large aircraft parking

ramp on one side and a parking lot on the other side. (The

parking lot could also be cleared of vehicles and used to

store cargo awaiting airlift). The majority of the aircraft

ramp space was occupied by C-5 aircraft, although C-141s and

C-130s were also parked on the ramp.
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Dover has a separate explosives storage facility which

is located several miles from the main cargo facility, on

the other side of the runway. This building is new, well-

lit, and very clean. It was set up like a warehouse with

truck docks and automated dock levelers. The air inside of

this facility is continuously recycled. Security is

enhanced by using motion detectors connected to an alarm

system. However, armed guards are required for some

sensitive shipments.

With the changing schedules and varying missions

handled by the Air Force, operations at Dover differ from

the commercial air cargo carriers. Unlike the air cargo

industry leaders, Dover has the responsibility of

transporting passengers in addition to cargo. Accommodating

passengers with cargo on board military aircraft often

changes how cargo is loaded and what type of cargo is

loaded.

Cargo Handling Equipment

Forklifts of varying types and sizes are used

extensively in Dover's aerial port. Gas, diesel, and

propane forklifts capable of handling 4,000 (4K) and 10,000

(10K) pounds were observed in operation both inside and

outaide of the cargo handling facility. Forklifts were used

to move both large pieces of cargo and cargo pallets.

The pallets used by Dover and the rest of the

Department of Defense (DOD) are aluminum covered balsa wood.
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In comarison to pallets used by the comnorcial air cargo

carriers observed, these pallets are much thicker and

sturdier with approximately two inches of depth to each

pallet. These pallets, called 463L pallets, can hold up to

10,000 pounds of cargo, and have metal rings to which cargo

restraint straps are attached.

Unlike the coomercial air cargo carriers, Dover does

not receive, sort, and ship out all of the cargo on a daily

basis. Depending on the cargo's destination, frequency of

flights, and the cargo priority, some cargo may be held at

Dover for over a week.

To store pallets of cargo, Dover has an automated

system known as the Mechanized Material Handling System

(MMHS). The MMHS is a computerized storage and picking

system that allows one operator to store or pick (retrieve

cargo for shipment) up to 450 pallets. Up to two married

pallets (pallets connected together with couplers) can also

be stored and picked by this system. The MMHS uses multi-

level storage racks with positions marked for each pallet.

A movable vehicle capable of holding two pallets is "driven"

by an operator on a track which runs the length of the cargo

facility. The operator enters the storage location (of the

pallet to be picked or stored) into the vehicle's on-board

computer. Then, the MMHS takes over and transports the

operator and the vehicle to the proper location. From

there, a pallet can either be placed in the storage

location, or be pulled (picked) from the location.
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Automated rollers on the vehicle and in the storage

locations are used to transfer pallets to and from the

vehicle and storage location.

Military K-loaders (different from civilian K-loaders)

are used to transport cargo from the MMHS to the aircraft.

Most operations use two types of K-loaders to load and

offload both military and some civilian aircraft. The

25K-loader has rollerized flooring and is capable of holding

up to three pallets or 25,000 pounds. The 40K-loader also

has rollerized flooring and can hold up to five pallets or

40,000 pounds.

Pallets are placed on the loader with forklifts or are

pushed off of rollerized storage docks onto the K-loader.

(When cargo is moved from the MMHS to be uploaded on an

aircraft, it is first moved by forklift from the end of the

MKHS to the docks, which have rollers, so that pallets can

be pushed easily by hand or automatically by drive wheels).

Once a K-loader is full and is driven to an aircraft, the

entire K-loader is raised to the level of the aircraft

loading ramp. Then, cargo is pushed off of the K-loader(s)

and onto the aircraft.

Since military K-loaders cannot reach the top (main)

decks of large commercial aircraft, Dover uses commercial-

type loaders, called TA-40s, to work those aircraft.

Loading operations require using the military K-loaders or

forklifts to transport the cargo to and from the aircraft.

Then, the TA-40 is used to move up to two pallets from the
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level of the K-loader to the top deck of the aircraft.

Finally, the cargo is pushed onto a K-loader. This process

is reversed when off-loading the commercial aircraft.

Dover was to receive a 60K-loader shortly after the

observation took place. The 60K-loader holds up to six

pallets or 60,000 pounds and reaches the top deck of a DC-10

or B-747--capabilities that the 25 and 40K-loaders do not

possess.

Aircraft

The Air Force has a fleet of C-130, C-141, and C-5

aircraft that transport a majority of the DOD's airlift

cargo. There are C-5 aircraft stationed at Dover AFB, but

they also have C-141s and C-130s transiting the base.

Because worldwide situations change daily, the number and

type of aircraft at a particular location change daily. For

example, Dover may be required to load/unload KC-10, KC-

135, or any type of aircraft that transits the base. This

includes commercial aircraft such as DC-10s and B-747s that

are contracted to move DOD cargo.

The C-5s that are stationed (home-based) at Dover are

maintained on the base, except for major maintenance which

is consolidated at depot repair facilities. Any military

aircraft that transit Dover can receive minor, enroute

maintenance, but the majority of maintenance work is

accomplished at an aircraft's home base. Any civilian

aircraft that transit Dover are maintained by the contracted
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air carrier or their representative. Military maintenance

personnel do not service commercial aircraft.

Small Package Sort/Large Cargo Handling

Because all cargo is handled in essentially the same

manner, these two areas are combined. Dover moves

everything from letters or documents to 141A2 tanks, yet the

process is the same. If cargo can fit onto a single pallet

or married pallets (up to five pallets hooked together by

couplers), it is palletized. Some small vehicles, such as

sedans or pickup trucks, can also be palletized, but these

types of vehicles are normally driven directly onto the

aircraft. (Note: vehicle loading was not observed during

this visit).

When cargo first arrives at the aerial port, it is

either taken out of trucks or off of inbound pallets and

segregated by location. Cargo for varying locations is

stored in cargo "bays" which are separate areas inside of

the freight facility. Cargo arriving by truck is put in the

outbound (export) section of the facility, and cargo

arriving by aircraft is put in the inbound

(import/retrograde) section of the facility. The cargo bays

were not marked by destination due to the constantly

changing needs of the DOD. For example, before the Gulf

War, there was very little cargo destined for Saudi Arabia.

During this observation period, there were separate bay

locations for several cities and military installations in
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Saudi Arabia. Even though these bays were not marked, all

personnel observed were familiar with the locations.

When there is enough cargo in a "bay" location to fill

one pallet or when there is an aircraft mission planned, all

of the cargo in that bay is palletized. When cargo is

palletized, the empty military cargo pallet (a 463L pallet)

is placed on three pieces of wooden dunnage. The dunnage is

required so that a forklift can easily pick up a built-up

pallet (a pallet loaded with cargo) and to prevent a pallet

from being warped by the weight of the cargo. Then, cargo

is placed on the pallet until there is no other cargo for

that pallet's destination, until the pallet is full

(contoured to the shape of the aircraft on which it is to be

loaded), or until the pallet weighs 10,000 pounds.

After a pallet is filled with cargo, a thick plastic

bag is placed over the cargo. Plastic is used to protect

the cargo from inclement weather since pallets are sometimes

stored outside for several days or even weeks. Then,

military cargo nets with hooks are placed on the pallet to

secure the cargo. Nets come in a set which consists of two

side nets and one top net. In comparison to the commercial

cargo carriers, these nets ar- made of strong nylon straps

which hook together and attach (hook) onto metal rings along

the bottom edge of the pallet.

Once pallets are built they are weighed. Then,

information about the pallet, such as the pallet

identification and weight, are entered into a computer.
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This computer also contains a manifest of all cargo placed

on that pallet. Then, pallets are stored by using the MMHS

or by placing pallets in a marked grid yard if there is no

space in the WES.

REp1o7y..

Both military and civilian, male and female personnel

work at Dover's aerial port. There are more military

personnel than civilians, and all personnel are full-time

employees. During this observation, all cargo (air freight)

personnel in the aeri.7l port were working eight hour shifts;

however, this was changed just prior to the observation.

For the past two and a half years, the military personnel

were working 12 hour shifts.

During the observation, Dover's manpower increased due

to an annual exercise, PATRIOT PARTNER, with Air Force

Reserve personnel. PATRIOT PARTNER provides training for

the Reserves by allowing them to work in all areas of the

aerial port squadron.

Intransit Visibility

The Air Force uses several computer systems to track

DOD air cargo shipments. Until recently, two separate

procedures were used to track peacetime and wartime air

cargo shipments. Now the same procedure is used for all

shipments.

Once cargo arrives at the aerial port, either by truck

or aircraft, cargo tracking information is input into a
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computer. When this cargo is put on a pallet, the computer

is updated to reflect that the cargo is palletized. Also,

when this palletized cargo is loaded on an aircraft, the

computer is again updated. Finally, when the aircraft

departs, the computer is updated a final time. All of these

computer updates are made by either cargo processing

personnel or by a load planner. Any aerial port in the Air

Force has the capability to trace any piece of cargo once it

enters the airlift system.

Operations Interface

The load planning function was not observed at Dover,

but it is essentially the same as that of other aerial ports

in which the observers have worked. Once pallets are built,

the personnel building the pallets update the computer

system to show that a pallet is ready for airlift. Then,

load planners use the computer to decide which pallets will

be loaded on an aircraft. This decision is based on the

cargo's priority and space available on the aircraft.

Before completing the final weight and balance of an

aircraft's load, the load planners are required to

physically look at each cargo pallet to ensure it is built

properly.

Once a load plan is complete, (including the sequence

of the pallets, weight, and balance), load planning contacts

the outbound (export) freight section. At Dover, outbound

freight personnel are then responsible for sequencing the
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pallets as specified in the load plan. (At other aerial

ports, ramp services accomplishes this). If the pallets are

stored in the MMHS, then the MMHS is used to "pick" the

pallets and place them at the end of the freight facility.

Then a forklift is used to place these pallets on hi-line

(or finger) docks. These docks have rollers so that pallets

can be pushed easily by hand or automatically by drive

wheels. If pallets are stored in a grid yard, they are also

moved by forklifts to hi-line docks.

When a load is sequenced in the proper upload order, it

is considered "pulled". Then, the outbound freight

personnel notify Ramp Services (load teams) that the cargo

is pulled and ready for upload. (All load teams carry hand-

held radios tuned to the aerial port frequency). The load

teams then push the pallets from the hi-line docks onto K-

loaders, and the K-loaders are driven to the aircraft.

Ramp Services' load teams can load some aircraft

without any assistance from aircrew members (called Phase II

uploads), but all C-5 aircraft and some complicated loads on

C-141s and C-130s require an aircrew member, known as the

loadmaster, to be present. The loadmasters do not work for

the aerial port, but they do assist in the upload and

download of cargo. (The researchers noted that none of the

observed commercial air cargo carriers have a comparable

loadmaster function).

Dover's Air Terminal Operations Center (ATOC) is used

to coordinate all of the aerial port's functions. The ATOC
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also interfaces with the Dover Air Force Base Command Post.

The Command Post has representatives from aircraft

operations, aircraft maintenance, and the aerial port.

Changes in aircraft uploads/downloads, maintenance problems,

the request for loadmasters, etc. are coordinated through

the Command Post and to the aerial port.

Safety

Clothing and protective gear are important aspects of

an employee safety program. All military personnel are

required to wear the Battle Dress Uniform (BDU), while

civilians are not required to wear uniforms. All cargo

personnel are required to wear, and are issued, steel-toed

boots and leather cargo gloves. Also, everyone is required

to wear hearing protection while on aircraft or on the

outside aircraft ramps. Reflective gear is required during

hours of darkness. Lifting belts are optional, but are

available to everyone. All personnel at Dover were observed

wearing the required protective gear.

Lighting, another important safety aspect, was poor

inside of the inbound and outbound cargo sections. This

poor lighting was identified by management and a workorder

for new lighting does exist. Neither outside lighting nor

nighttime operations were observed.

Vehicle safety both inside and on the aircraft parking

ramps was observed. All vehicles were moving very slow and

seemed to be observing speed limits. Horns, lights, and
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hand signals were used by all drivers on observed vehicles.

Even though there were no visible drive/walk lines on the

inside or outside of the facility, everyone was extremely

cautious and safety-minded.

Interview

Title of person(s) interviewed: Squadron Operations Officer
436th Aerial Port Squadron

Note: Throughout this interview, Dover refers to the
436th APS at Dover AFB DE.

1. What type of cargo do you specialize in handling and

what other types of cargo do you handle?

Dover handles any size, shape, dimension, or

weight of cargo. Basically, Dover will move any

type of cargo that the shipper (customer)

requests. Unlike the commercial air cargo

carriers, Dover will not specify the size, shape,

and weight for the customer. A lot of the cargo

moved by Dover is heavy cargo which is referred to

as "ugly cargo". This includes outsized cargo

(that will not fit within the confines of a normal

463L pallet), pallet trains, vehicles, tanks,

explosives, hazardous materials, etc. Any cargo

that is air eligible can be moved by Dover.

2. Do you have written procedures in place for surge

periods? If so, are these company-wide, regional, or local?

The aerial port does not have written

procedures on how to operate during surges from an
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aerial port perspective; however, there are plans

developed from the base level plans and programs

perspective on how the entire wing at Dover AFB

will function during a surge period. For example,

the plan specifies use of one of the bay locations

at the aerial port during surge periods--this area

was explicitly built during Operation DESERT

SHIELD/STORM to handle the heavy workload

experienced at Dover AFB.

In addition, Dover has portable ramps

(rollerized hi-line docks), War Reserve Material

(WRM), etc. to handle any added volume typically

associated with a surge period. These, and other

specific capabilities, are available during surge

periods; however, the specifics on operational use

of these surge capabilities are not in writing.

Instead, these surge capabilities are known as

operational requirements that are continually

maintained rather than written.

The aerial port has local written agreements

in place with specific Air Force Reserve units who

support aerial port operations during surge

periods. Although these written agreements

include specific reserve units stationed at

Dover AFB, Headquarters Air Mobility Command
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(HQ AMC) "sources" the reservists for Dover AFB; thus,

Dover must go through HQ AMC and the reserve

counterparts to acquire reserve personnel.

The Air Force has recently reduced the amount

of regulatory guidance for operations. The

concept of "empowerment" has led to more general

guidance that gives more latitude to operational

managers. Instead of the commands (e.g. AMC)

specifying exactly how to operate, there is an

emphasis to manage the operation using the best

means possible. For example, AFR 28-4, USAP

Mobility Planning, is being phased out and

superseded by Appendix G of the DOD regulatory

guidance--which states that anything that enters

the defense transportation system will be moved in

the appropriate manner.

3. How often are your surge plans updated and do you ever

test your plans?

Local written agreements with the reserve

aerial ports are updated annually. Testing of the

written agreements includes training with the

reserves throughout the year. Currently, there is

a large reserve aerial port unit at Dover AFB for

their two-week annual tour in support of PATRIOT

PARTNER. This exercise is conducted wita the

reserves and allows them to train as if they were

to "take-over" aerial port operations from the
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active duty personnel. This is only one example

of training with the reserves--training with

reserve personnel is an on-going process (weekly).

In addition, the aerial port's ability to

operate in a surge period has continually been

tested during real-world events such as Operation

DESERT SHIELD/STORM and, recently, Operation

RESTORE HOPE.

4. What effects do surges have on your cargo handling

equipment?

Most of the material handling equipment (MHE)

or cargo handling equipment used at Dover is very

old and surge periods reduce the time allowed for

preventative maintenance (decreases the

reliability of the equipment). In conjunction

with the age of the equipment, additional use of

the equipment during these surges in workload also

increases the likelihood of breakage of the

vehicles (out-of-commission). Thus, all of the

MHE is affected by a surge in workload--the more

the equipment is used, the more potential there is

for breakage.

The Air Force is currently upgrading some of

the MHE to reduce the potential of breakage.

Unlike a civilian company, the Air Force will not

buy an entire integrated system--instead, the

systems will continually be upgraded and some
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systems are integrated with different systems.

For example, Dover had a number of pallet dollies

(similar to those used by the commercial carriers)

that required a heavy use of manpower to integrate

this system. The use of pallet dollies was not

practical for Dover since this system was manpower

intensive when integrated with the current MEE

system (military K-loaders). The pallets had to

be turned with forklifts and loaded on the

K-loaders with forklifts. In addition, only a certain

number of pallet dollies could be towed at one time

which required a lot of manpower and time to move the

cargo to and from the aircraft. The physical distance

to and from the aircraft (large amount of ramp space)

also made it a lengthy process to shuttle the cargo

with pallet dollies.

Since the systems are brought on-line by the

Air Force in intervals, some aspects of the MHE

systems do not always match up well with other

systems. One example is that there may be new

K-loaders, but the forklifts used in conjunction with

the K-loaders are old.

Most of the 25K and 40K-loaders at Dover are

very old. Due to the type of aircraft stationed

at Dover (C-5's with 36 pallet positions), the

40K-loader, more so than the 25K-loader, is the

primary vehicle used to load and off-load cargo.
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Since more 25K-loaders (with 3 pallet positions

per vehicle) are required to service a C-5

aircraft, Dover relies heavily on the 40K-loader

(with a capacity of 5 pallet positions per

vehicle). However, Dover received new 25K-loaders

that are being used to load and off-load aircraft.

There have been some adjustment problems with the

new 25K-loaders (i.e. the operator's cab of the

vehicle was not in the right place and the rails

were blocking capability to tie-down the pallets

to the vehicle); but, the newer models received

have been adjusted to alleviate these problems.

Dover is scheduled to be the test-site for

the new 60K-loader (6 pallet and 60,000 pound

capability). This vehicle was scheduled to arrive

in August 1993 and is viewed as a tremendous

enhancement to Dover's capability to move cargo

due to the size of aircraft based at Dover.

5. If extra equipment is needed, do you obtain it through
in-house resources or by contract? Do you go through Air
Force-wide, regional, or local channels?

Dover uses both in-house (Air Force) and

contract resources to obtain extra equipment. All

requests for extra equipment first go through the

base transportation squadron (Vehicle Operations),

and any requirements for additional equipment that

are not available at Dover are justified to
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HQ AMC. HQ ARC, in turn, determines if resources from

other bases can be used to fulfill Dover's requirement

for extra vehicles during a surge period. If

necessary, the vehicles are sourced from local

contracts (leased) by the base contracting office (and

through Vehicle Operations) with HQ AMC approval.

Short term requirements (less than three months) to

lease extra equipment are approved at HQ AMC. Long

term lease requirements (over three months) are sent

through HQ AMC and then approved by the Air Staff at US

Air Force headquarters. However, the vehicle

authorization process used by the Air Force requires

justification for any long-term requirements. If

approved, the "authorization" (versus the actual

vehicle) to acquire the vehicle is given to the unit.

Thus, if there is a long-term need for a vehicli, this

requirement should be identified in order to establish

a permanent authorization that eventually results in a

"vehicle buy" (procurement of the vehicle).

Dover has, in the past, resorted to leasing

extra equipment to support surges in workload.

For example, during Operation DESERT SHIELD/STORM,

Dover was heavily tasked to ship cargo (in

addition to deploying personnel) to the Persian

Gulf. In addition to acquiring equipment from

other Air Force bases, Dover had to establish

emergency contracts to lease some equipment
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(propane forklifts and latrine servicing trucks--

LSTs--that are used to clean the aircraft).

Currently, Dover is a test base for propane

forklifts. These 10K propane forklifts (10,000 pound

capacity) are leased on a long-term basis from a local

contractor, with HQ AMC and Air Staff approval, in an

effort to improve the quality of air within the cargo

handling facility. In comparison to the diesel

forklifts used within the warehouse, the propane

forklifts have cleaner burning fuel when serviced

properly. However, when, and if, the long-term lease

of propane forklifts becomes a vehicle buy, there is

still a requirement for diesel forklifts (propane

forklifts are not deployable to off-base locations).

In addition to the long-term lease of propane

forklifts, Dover also has commercial TA-40's which

are vehicles used to load and off-load cargo on

commercial aircraft (these vehicles are similar to

the K-loaders used by commercial air cargo

carriers). The TA-40s are leased on a long-term

basis by HQ AMC and are required because the

military 25K and 40K-loaders cannot reach the

upper deck on B-747 aircraft (and other commercial

widebody aircraft).
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6. During surge periods, how do your personnel levels

change?

In order to accommodate the increase in

workload during surge periods, Dover readjusts its

manning to 12 hour shifts. However, Dover only

recently reverted back to eight hour shifts that

were in-place prior to Operation DESERT

SHIELD/STORM. There are still some areas of the

aerial port that are still on 12 hour shifts. If

12 hour shifts are necessary, the current goal is

to have personnel work four days on and three days

off with overlapping shifts (e.g. overlap shifts

of personnel working grave and day shifts). Of

course, there were several instances during

Operation DESERT SHIELD/STORM where personnel

worked six days on and one day off; however, this

was over a short period of time. People are

willing to do whatever is necessary to overcome

the events in a surge period. When working long

shifts, there is a concern for safety and, if

people are not given a break, productivity will

decrease in proportion to the number of days spent

working the long shifts on a continual basis. It

is important to balance safety and productivity

issues with the number of personnel working.

Due to the increased workload that Dover has

experienced (cargo moved to support operations in
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Europe, the Middle East, and Somalia), along with

the reduction in manning due to Air Force-wide

cutbacks such as Variable Separation

Incentives/Special Separation Bonuses (VSI/SSB),

the aerial port remained on 12 hour shifts after

the Gulf War. Several instances occurred where

justification was made for added reserve personnel

to work in the aerial port. In order for these

reserves to work in the aerial port squadron

during a surge period, there must be a need or

requirement for added personnel during a surge

period. Justification for added personnel

(reserves) includes the tonnage of cargo

anticipated and why added personnel are needed to

handle this tonnage, the backlog of cargo in the

aerial port, current manpower, and how many hours

(man-days) the reserves are required to work

during the surge. For example, Dover requested

"reserve augmentation" from specific reserve units

during Operation RESTORE HOPE (humanitarian

airlift of cargo to Somalia). Many of the

reservists were members of the 72nd APS, 96th APS,

and the 46th APS--reserve aerial port squadrons

based at Dover AFB.

Dover trains personnel from reserve units

stationed not only at Dover AFB, but throughout the

United States, all year long--it is an on-going
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process. In addition, Dover trains Army personnel

(most of whom work mail duties) on the formal processes

of the aerial port.

7. Do you go through Air Force-wide, regional, or local
channels to get additional personnel? Are they hired as
part-tim or full-tim?

In order to acquire additional military

personnel, Dover must go through Air Force

channels for approval (military personnel are

acquired on a full-time basis). Additional

civilian personnel are sourced through the local

civilian personnel office at Dover AFB. Depending

on the requirement, some civilians "overhires" are

hired as part-time employees.

The amount of additional military and

civilian personnel requested is directly related

to current worldwide events and the mission

taskings for Dover AFB. The requirements for

personnel may fluctuate immensely (weekly or day-

by-day) depending on real-world events. There is

a minimum level of personnel required to handle

operations below which manning cannot drop. In

some situations there may be no need to fill a few

short-term vacated positions on a one-for-one

basis; but, in other cases where the surge results

in losing a significant number of people, there

may be a requirement to request for additional
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personnel. For example, next week there could be

a tasking to send 60 personnel to Mogadishu,

Somalia. This would probably result in a request

r for additional personnel (reserves) to handle the

workload if active-duty personnel depart for

Somalia.

8. Now do you train these additional employees and is there

a learning curve associated with this training?

Additional personnel required to work during

surge periods are given complete training in order

to perform their duties. Each individual is

required to complete all training associated with

his or her position and there is a learning curve

associated with training additional personnel.

For example, personnel will receive operator

training and government licensing on applicable

MHE, safety, flightline driving, self-aid/buddy

care, etc. The level of specialized training

given to an individual depends on the position he

or she will work (i.e. handling explosives or

hazardous material, operating K-loaders or

forklifts to move cargo, building cargo pallets,

load planning, etc.) and the currency of that

individual. During Operation DESERT SHIELD/STORM

additional training requirements for reserve

personnel deploying to the Middle East included

chemical warfare training. Thus, the training
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conducted in a strategic aerial port, such as

Dover, is directly related to the taskings and

dangers to which personnel are inherently exposed.

In regards to civilian personnel,

fortunately, there are a number of qualified

civilians in the local area with prior military or

civilian experience in aerial port operations.

These additional civilians are checked for

currency and provided all of the necessary upgrade

training to complete their respective duties.

This is a benefit for Dover as these individuals

do not take as long to train and the learning

curve is not as steep in-comparison to someone who

has no prior experience.

9. How do you measure the effectiveness of your day-to-day

(peacetime) cargo handling operations?

There are several methods for measuring

effectiveness. One specific measurement is the

Port Processing Time (PPT)--the amount of time it

takes to process a piece of cargo through the

aerial port. Port Hold Time (PHT)--the amount of

time the cargo is physically in the port--is a

measurement of interest and directly impacts

Dover's operation and the backlog of cargo;

however, this metric is controlled by the Tanker

Airlift Control Center (TACC) at HQ AMC. In

addition to PPT, there are several daily reports
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that are monitored. Some of these reports

include: 1) frustrated cargo--cargo that is held

at the port due to some type of discrepancy; 2)

cargo backlog--cargo awaiting movement to certain

destinations (this report is reviewed in

conjunction with the aircraft missions forecasted

in the Air Terminal Operations Center (ATOC) to

ensure there is appropriate airlift to move the

cargo and that the TACC is aware of cargo at Dover

that is awaiting airlift); and 3) 999/MICAP

status reports--high priority cargo and any cargo

for special projects or missions.

Aircraft delays are monitored but not used as

a management tool at Dover. There may be a

variety of situations when delay of the aircraft

is unavoidable and the interviewee believes that

focusing on aircraft delays is counterproductive.

For example, in cases where there are two load

crews working aircraft and two tail-swaps (due to

required maintenance of the aircraft), along with

an unexpected aircraft arrival, it may be

impossible to get all aircraft out on-time. Thus,

the aircraft delay does not provide an accurate

measurement of effectiveness of the two load

teams. In some cases, delay codes can serve a

purpose by identifying areas that require

improvement. However, all areas must be evaluated
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and effectiveness is measured by whether or not

the cargo was loaded on the right aircraft, to the

right destination, at the right time.

10. How do you measure the effectiveness of your cargo

handling operations during surges (contingencies/war)?

Since the aerial port is a processing point

for cargo, the effectiveness of the cargo handling

operation during a surge period is measured by the

ability of the port to process the cargo and have

it ready for airlift. The goal at Dover is to

have this process completed within 24 hours--the

EQ AMC standard is 48 hours.

During contingencies, a dilemma occurs when

there is more cargo than airlift capability. It

is extremely difficult to satisfy all service

components (i.e. Air Force, Army, Navy, Marines)

or shipping agencies. Each component believes

they are the most important, and they all compete

for the limited number of airframes available. In

this situation, the Joint Chiefs of Staff,

represented by a Joint Task Force (JTF) is

responsible for assigning priorities to all cargo

scheduled for airlift in support of the

contingency. Unless re-prioritized by some higher

agency, the 999 cargo is prioritized on a first

come first serve basis (FIFO). For example,

during Operation RESTORE HOPE a specific
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individual was appointed to coordinate with the

JTF to reconcile any differences in the

prioritization of cargo. This was necessary

because what is important to the Air Force and

what is important to the Marines may be

considerably different.
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